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"God don't create no junk.

Statement of a woman incarcerated at M.C.I,
an encouragement to other incarcerated women.

- Framingham as

11
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INTRODUCTION

At the Massachusetts state prison for women in Framingham

orientation for new staff, the training officer presents a brief

history of the institution. Listening to the overview, I was

fascinated by the deference paid to one Superintendent in

particular, Miriam Van Waters. Although \"an Waters, who retired

in 1957 had a controversial twenty-five year tenure, her behavior

became a standard by which others would be measured.

As a counselor working for an indejiendent agency inside the

institution, I ha\'e seen and experienced first hand some of the

total and often arbitrary control exerted by the Department of

Corrections over incarcerated women. With the focus now on

1

"public safety"^ the philosophical pendulum has continued the

swing away from rehabilitation toward retribution begun in the

1970s under the banner of "get tough on crime." The shift which

escalated under the Reagan-Bush leadership, has reached new

heights during Governor Weld's tenure. At a speech Governor Weld

delivered at "The Attorney General's Summit on Corrections" in

April of 1992, the Governor characterized the goal of his

administration as one of making prison life "like a tour through

William F. Weld, Remarks at The Attorney General's Summit on
Corrections, April 27, 1992, Washington, D.C., 2.





the circles of hell." In contrast, under Miriam Van Waters'

leadership, Framingham enjoyed programming which celebrated and

encouraged the possibility of growth and profound change for

incarcerated w^omen. Where Governor Weld quotes Dante, Van Waters

quoted New Testament parables. I believe that the Van Waters'

model is a better one. In this thesis I shall identify the

values which underlie Van Waters' penology. I contend that the

values undergirding Van Waters' penology form the basis for an

alternative social ethics of penology for today.

As a white, feminist, Christian with working class roots I

bring to this research experiences and commitments which jjrovide

lenses through which I view Miriam Van Waters' writing and

behavior. One significant lens is my belief that our values and

beliefs drive our actions in a dialectic between reflection and

action. I think it should be possible to extrapolate ethical

values from behaviors and statements of belief. Therefore I

assume that Van Waters' descriptions and explanations of how she

administered the prison should provide credible evidence of her

social ethics, of her underlying values.

Another lens, that of a feminist women committed to a

critique of current power dynamics in society along lines of

race, class, and gender, and a search for justice which leads me

to view imprisoned women as an oppressed minority. This is not

2Ibid. , 2.





to suggest that I am minimizing the serious social effects of

illegal behavior. Instead, I agree with Nicole Rafter in her

book, Palatial Just ice : Women, Prisons , and Social Control , that

because of the sexist, racist and classist treatment women have

received historically within the penal system and society at

large, there has been no "justice" in the sense of fairness for

women within that system. 3

Stylistically, I ha\'e chosen to write clearly acknowledging

my presence in the work by using a first person discourse. This

choice grows out of my sense that a rejection of the pretense of

objectivity which necessitates a third person, omniscient

obserxer style is long overdue. Rather than reinforce and

support this convention, I will make explicit my voice so that

the reader can enter a dialogue with the work fully cognizant of

the source of the- conclusions.

Althougli the focus of the thesis is on the ethical

foundations of Miriam Van Waters' penology, the process of

locating those values entails a braid of several disciplines:

biographical research, historical research, and Christian social

ethics. First, for biographical information I have drawn

primarily on the "Van Waters papers" housed at the Schlessinger

Library of Radcliffe College in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This

3Nicole Hahn Rafter, Partial Justice : Women, Prisons

,

Social Control (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 1992).
and





collection contains the correspondence, journals, diaries,

papers, photog'raplis , and tapes associated with Miriam Van Waters'

life and work from 1887 to 1974. In addition, I have drawn on

the only published Van Waters' biography by Burton J. Rowles.

Rowles narrative style creates a vi\'id image of Van Waters.

However, his work is a popular rather than a scholarly biography.

Its general lack of specific citation limits its usefulness.

Nonetheless, Rowles biography does skillfully fill in many gaps

left by a reading of primary documents.

The thesis relies most heavily on the Van Waters' lectures,

articles and speeches written in the 1950's. Although I have

drawn on earlier material to document trends in her thinking and

details of her personal life, I am primarily interested in her

concluding proposals for a new penology. I give greater weight

to the later material because I belie\e that the conclusions

dra\cn late in her career express the accumulated wisdom of her

experience in the penal system.

Though her diaries, journals and letters made many of the

same observations as the later speeches, the majority of them

are handwritten with faded ink making an accurate reading

difficult. While the focus of this thesis is on Van Waters'

addresses and speeches, I recognize that additional resources lie

in the Schlessinger collection for further research.

Nevertheless, from my reading of selected journal, diary, and

correspondence, I am confident that no major contradictions exist





between the public and private materials in the Van Waters*

collection. The major difference lies in the private documents'

greater fluency of ideas and the more colorful use of parables

and stories to illustrate points. Many entries, in fact, were

working notes for speeches and articles she was eventually to

write

.

In addition to the Miriam Van Waters collection, I have

tried to set Van Waters' critique of women's prisons and her own

penology in a general historical context and in the specific

context of women's prison administration. For this aspect of the

research, four books were particularly useful. Estelle B.

Freedman's book, Their Sisters' Keeper, presented a critical

overview of the attitudes and theories which determined the shape

and substance of women's corrections in the United States from

1830 to 1930. For a sense of changing penal theory and practice

in women's prisons after 1930 as well as a critique of Freedman's

book, Nicole Rafter's, Partial Just ice : Women, Prisons , and

Social Control was a current and unique resource. Other sources

used in the historical overview of women's incarceration include,

The Imprisonment of Women by Dobash, Dobash and Gutteridge and,

Victorian Prison Lives by Philip Priestley. Although the thesis

examines the history of American institutions and the Framingham

Reformatory specifically, early American penology was derived

from earlier British models.





Finally, one of the objecti\'es of this examination of Van

Waters' penology in particular and American penal theory in

general is to find points of congruence and difference between

\'an Waters' work and prevailing theory and practice. For Van

Waters, being a Christian was the primary source of ethical

values for her work.

The details of Miriam Van Waters' life reveal a woman who

moved in two worlds with ease, the world of incarcerated

juveniles and adults and the world of wealthy, socially prominent

reformers and politicians. Her background included a Bachelor's

degree in philosophy, a Master's degree in psychology, and a

doctorate in ant hropcjlogy . In addition, she had seventeen years

of experience working with female juvenile offenders and twenty-

five with incarcerated adult females. Thus Miriam Van Waters in

her critique of penal institutions and the public policy

go\'erning them drew on an unusually broad background of

experience and training.

Her fcitlier, Georgcr Van Waters was an Episcopal priest

actively involved in the "social gospel" movement of the late

nineteenth century. This contact with social gospel ethics

contributed significantly to Miriam Van Waters' later work in

penology. In addition, her connection to the Episcopal Church

was a lifelong source of support spiritually and materially.

Although she would clearly have been identified as middle class,

Van Waters always had to work to support herself. Her later work





in corrections reflected a sensiti\"ity to economic issues and a

sense that one's early experiences and privilege shaped one's

life.

A self -identi f led "Progressive," Miriam Van Waters was

dri\'en by a passion for justice for women and children,

especially those oppressed by the juvenile and adult penal system

in the United States. Between 1911 and 1932 when she succeeded

the Icite Jessie Hodder as superintendent of the Massachusetts

Women's Reformatory at Framingham, Van Waters' professional life

focused on an analysis of court procedures and programs for

juvenile offenders. At the time of her appointment in

Framingham, she had earned a national reputation as an advocate

for more just, compassionate, and appropriately responsive

programs for juvenile and adult women offenders.

Ultimately she described her program of reforms as a

Christian penology. I believe that her work, though it predates

the critique of contemporary Christian, feminist liberation

theoethicists , employs a similar institutional critique. W^ith

this in mind, in this thesis I will use a series of questions

based on the discussion of "The States of Human Liberation" in

feminist ethicist, Beverly Wildung Harrison's book. Making the

Barbara Sicherman and Carol Hurd Green, ed . Notable American
Women: The Modern Period (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1980), 709-710.





Connect ions : Essays in Feminist Social Ethics to explore and

identify Miriam Van Waters' penology and practice.

Specifically I will ask the following questions:

(1) As a context to understand Van Waters' work, what are the

concrete historical-social roots of oppression for incarcerated

women?

( 2

)

What were the "ongoing dynamics of oppression or subjugation"

as Van Waters saw them*^

(3) In the light of Van W'aters' critique of prevailing penology,

what options for action did she offer?

(4) How was Van Waters' identity as a Christian formative of her

theory and ijractice at Framingham Reformatory?

(5) Finally, how does Van Waters' commitment to penal reform in

the context of her 1932-1957 tenure speak to us in 1993?^

Questions of motivation, underlying values are always

difficult to answer. Answers lie in layers, complicated by

forces beyond the control of the principal actors. I believe

that the social justice work of Miriam Van Waters directly

reflects not only the interplay of her personal experience,

social location and historical setting but also her Christian

beliefs. Her career at Framingham constituted an intersection of

Christian values and action. I contend that her model moved

^Beverly Wildung Harrison, Making the Connections : Essays in
Feminist Social Ethics (Boston: Beacon Press, 1985), 249-263.
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beyond the goal of rehabilitation to an empowerment paradigm. By

unfolding the various layers of her experience, I will articulate

in clearer outline, the foundational \'alues of Van Waters'

paradigm. In addition, I believe that an understanding of how

those values informed her practice can provide a model for a

compassionate responsive penology rather than one of expediency.

Chapter 1, will examine the history of women's

incarceration, looking at British models and then at trends in

nineteenth and twentieth century America. An underlying

assumption of the chapter will be that incarcerated women have

been the subjects of oppression and that if we examine the roots

and nature of that oppression, we will better conceptualize

needed reforms. Thus we will look at all aspects of prison life

including physical plant, rehabilitative and educational

programming, admini st rat i\'e structure and staff-inmate relations.

This historical review and critique will establish a context for

the reader in which the work of Miriam Van Waters may be

understood

.

Following the historical overview, the second chapter will

examine Van Waters' critique of penology. Rather than review Van

Waters' entire career, the chapter will focus specifically on a

point of crisis, her dismissal from and subsequent reinstatement

to her position as superintendent at the reformatory. As the

substance of her theory and practice were at the heart of the

dismissal, the event offers a valuable summary of her work.





Having looked at tensions caused by her penology, I examine,

in chapters 3 and 4, the substance of Van Waters' critique and

specific recommendations offered for changes in the theoretical

foundations and practical design of prison communities for women.

Chapter 5 extends this examination further by looking at Van

Water's' conception of the impact being a Christian should have on

the theoretical base and programming of women's prisons.

Finally in chapter 6, I contrast Van Waters' penology with

the current retributive model, particularly as I have seen it

implemented at M.C.I.- Framingham. The discussion in chapter six

examines and contrasts the ethical assumptions of contemporary

retributive and Van Waters' "Cliristian penology." My hope is

that this contrast in values will enable the reader to consider

whetlier many of the radical changes urged by Miriam Van Waters'

are still rele\"ant to the development of a more effectively

designed women's penology.

10





CHAPTER 1

AN ABBREVIATED REVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF WOMEN'S INCARCERATION

Architecture speaks eloquently of our beliefs. It is not an

aesthetic accident that the oldest prison in Boston is built in

the shape of a cross. Like Medieval and Renaissance cathedrals,

this prison speaks of God's perceived power to punish and redeem.

If we could fly over the old Charles Street Jail near the Charles

Ri\'er in Boston we would see a classic example of how form was

related to function. When the jail was built, repentance was

tliought to be the key to rehabilitation. Inside the jail's

central core resembles an immense bird cage with layers of mini-

cages piled on one another. Here men were to sit and reflect on

their crimes and pray for forgiveness. This obvious

interconnection between penology and Christianity witnessed in

architecture is not limited, however, to building style.

Consistently makers of penal policy have invoked biblical

authority and assumed Christian values to justify their most

oppressive and most compassionate programs. The pendulum of

penology has swung between programming designed to change the

values and behavior of prisoners via reflection and spiritual

growth to programming designed solely to change behavior through

11





the use of physical and emotional punishment.

As I describe the connection between Christianity and

penology, I must also make clear that historically policy has

been developed in response to the male prison population. Until

the twentieth century, little attention was paid to differences

between men and women in the types of crimes committed. Further,

women's lesser status and experience of racism, classism, and

sexism was not considered. The fact of women's primary

responsibility for the care and nurturance of children and other-

family members in need was ignored. It was and for the most part

continues to be more cost effecti\'e in the short term and less

complex to develop penal policy as if men and women were the

same .

The existing institutional history of women's corrections

provides us with a mirror of prevailing attitudes in society. An

examination of changes in the treatment and housing of imprisoned

women in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries reflects

The four works noted here together offer as comprehensive a
history of women's prisons in the United States and Great Britain
as is available at this time.

Estelle B. Freedman, Their Sisters ' Keepers : Women's Prison
Reform in America , 1830-1930 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1981). Michael Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain: The
Penitent iary in the Industrial Revolut ion 1750-1850 (London:
Penguin Books, 1989). Philip Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives:
English Prison Biography 1830-1914 (New York: Methuen, 1985).
Nicole Hahn Rafter, Partial Justice : Women, Prisons , and Social
Control (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 1992).
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significant changes in conceptions of women's nature and

appropriate roles in society.

In reviewing the history of women's prisons in America, I

will focus on four interrelated factors that are largely

determinative of the history of women's prisons in the United

States: (1) the popular image of the incarcerated woman, (2) the

jjurposes of incarceration, (3) the physical characteristics of

the prisons such as architecture and security barriers and (4)

the actual li\ing conditions for incarcerated women. The

earliest prisons, the British antecedents of American prisons,

were used to warehouse offenders both male and female who were

awaiting trial or punishment. Society found justice in capital

punishment. A description of London's Newgate Prison where

nineteenth century men and women awaiting trial, sentencing,

execution or transportation were held characterizes conditions

for imprisoned women in this period.

The section for women was known at the time as 'hell
above ground' with the women described as savages and
wretches

.

Conditions for women were cramped and filthy with women and their

children fighting each other for the small bits of food they

might gain by begging through the prison bars."'

2Russell P. Dobash, R. Emerson Dobash, and Sue Gutteridge, The
Imprisonment of Women {New York: Basil Blackwell Inc., 1986), 42.

'Ibid. , 42-43.
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In the early nineteenth century it was these conditions

which Elizabeth Fry and other Quakers tried to change first for

children, then for women. Their alternative model of

imprisoninent combined toil and repentance for the incarcerated.

Prisons were thus dubbed penitentiaries. Fry's reforms in

Britain took hold in the 1820 's and were subsequently implemented

4
in the United States.

Although there is disagreement as to the social motivation

behind the rise of the penitentiary system in America, it did

seem to reinforce behaviors desirable in the growing industrial

sector of the economy. It is impossible to consider nineteenth

and twentieth century policy with regard to penal institutions

without acknowledging the power of the new industrial economic

model. That model required a population of docile w^orkers. The

treadwheel of Victorian prisons pro\"ides a metaphor for the

transformation desired. As so many crimes involve a breach of

socially acceptable working patterns, a sentence to ''hard labor"

made clear to the convict that meaningless, repetitive, and

taxing labor were to be a component of his penance. Hence the

treadwheel, "the endless staircase" which most often did not

produce any tangible industrial result illustrated to the

prisoner his tangible debt to society. Like Camus ' s Sisyphus,

the prisoner was to accept the meaninglessness of his labor,

k Ibid., 41-56. Dobash offers a more complete discussion of
Elizabeth Frv's work in England and Scotland.
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returning each day to climb. When not at work, his only

diversion allowed was the Holy Bible.

This approach might qualify by modern standards of

"brainwashing" insofar as its purpose, like that of terrorists

was to create a controlled reality. In that environment the

criminal would lose all sense of autonomy and finally bow to

authority. However, the late nineteenth century reformers judged

the institutional design differently. They believed as did the

founders of the penitentiary movement, "that silence and

separation could of themselves create the conditions in which

wicked individuals would repent and reform." A disciplined

inmate w^as the goal; threat of punishment and surveillance were

the mechanism used to exercise control over the population." In

this setting hard labor and prayer were meant to "re-form" the

offenders into docile, disciplined citizens ready to contribute

to society upon release.'' Idleness was never considered a

virtue; indigence was construed as willful. To this day, the

sentencing papers of women committing capital crimes in

Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays,
translated from the French by Justin O'Brien (New York: Knopf,
1967)

.

7

Triestley, 121-145

Ibid. , 96-98.

5Freedman , 9

.

^Ibid. , 8.
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Massachusetts state that they are sentenced to "hard labor."

Reformers have come and gone but the wording remains a vivid link

to the past and a silent threat to the women who wonder what it

could mean for them today if it were fully enforced. As the new

industrial economy needed a silent, obedient, unskilled work

force, salvation and expediency blended perfectly in penitentiary

programming

.

The living conditions inside the prison offered little hope

to incarcerated women. The smaller numbers of women often

resulted in their being crowded into whatever available space

could be found away from the men. Here they were^ ignored and

J eft to take care of their own needs with much less supervision

than their male counterparts. Prisons were run by men for men

and if women were so depraved or "fallen" as to violate a law,

then they would certainly suffer for their sins.

Until about 1870 the custodial institution was the only
type of penal unit for women. . .The custodial model was
a masculine model: derived from men's prisons, it
adopted their characterist ics--retr ibut ive purpose,
high-security architecture, a male-dominated authority
structure, programs that stressed earnings, and harsh
disc ipl ine ... Probably lonelier and certainly more
vulnerable to sexual exploitation, easier to ignore
because so few in number, and viewed with distaste by
prison officials, women in custodial units were treated
as the dregs of the state prisoner population.^

10

11

Rafter, 4-21.

Ibid. , 21.
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Ill addition, silence was enforced for women and work most often

consisted of household chores such as washing, ironing, and

mending socks for male prisoners.

Between 1820 and 1870 the image of incarcerated woman as

"fallen" became even more clear and influenced policy more

dramatically. With women held in custody, locked in for twenty-

four hours of the day, abuse of women by guards was

1-)

widespi^ead. "

The proximity of women was thought to drive men to the
unhealthy practice of masturbation; the presence of
women led to scandals when officers were discovered
fostering prostitution or fathering chi Idren.., .. Women

I
J

alone seemed to be at fault in such matters. K'

Yet illegitimate births were reported from every institution.

As middle-class women began to examine the conditions for

imprisoned women, sexual exploitation by male prisoners and

guards certainly became a cause of concern and outrage for the

visiting women. Nevertheless, until 1870 the "fallen" woman was

considered a de\'iant woman more dangerous and truly more depraved

than her male counterpart. The "fallen" woman in her depravity

did serve a social purpose, however. She provided an example of

what awaited the woman who did not choose the virtuous path; she

was a deterrent. Although the language of the time suggested

reform, the "fallen" woman was in fact condemned for all time.

12

n

Freedman, 15-17.

Nicole Hahn Rafter, 12.
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For the women who were con\icted of what were considered to

be "sex offenses", the condemnation was double. As an outlet for

the popular mythology of "uncontrollable" passions of men, the

sex trade worker or the "independent woman" served as a shield

for the middle-class respectable woman. These women were the

safety valve, the nasty little secret so many men had and so many

wi\'es ignored.

In her study of women in prisons, Rafter concludes that in

the nineteenth century Albion, New York Reformatory for Women,

It seems probable, then, that for at least half of
Albion inmates, sexual misconduct was the act that led
to incarceration. Few of these sexual deviations would
have landed a male in state prison; indeed, many of
them would not have been considered as offenses when
committed by men. . .the criminal Justice system became a
means foi- state punishment of women who failed to
conform to the double standard.

Moreo\"er, in the late nineteenth century, campaigns against

prostitution as a source of disease were common. Like the spread

of A.I.D.S. now in the heterosexual community, the spread of

venereal disease posed a risk to perfectly respectable, middle

class families if the husband had sex with prostitutes.

Throughout the country, campaigns for women's
reformatories became a counterpart to campaigns against
prostitution. According to one reformatory advocate,
'The problem of the woman offender in Illinois is not a
criminal problem. It is a sex problem. Eighty-two
percent. . .of the arrests of women each year in the
State of Illinois are for sex offenses. ' The
solution : 'There should be a women's reformatory' to

^''Rafter, 117.
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shield society frf:^m those who 'scatter disease through
every community. ''^

Certainly the prostitute's business depended upon a ready

clientele. However, the blame then as it is today, was heaped on

the woman. The male clients escaped responsibility. The image

of the deviant and forever fallen woman of passion remained

intact at the turn of the century.

In the 1840 's an interest in female prisoners was kindled

among middle class Protestant church women. This movement

developed parallel to the "custodial" model meant to isolate and

shield society from potentially diseased women. Their message

was thtxt the "fallen" woman could be saved through conversion.

During this time half-way houses were opened in New York to offer

1 c

moral guardianship for errant women. An increasing

consciousness among white middle class Protestant women of the

breadth of the problems facing other, less fortunate white women

coupled with a near missionary sense of "the sisterhood of all

] 7women" prompted a shift in attitude toward incarcerated women.

Although the changes growing out of these points of view did not

^^Ibid. , 58.

^^Freedman, 22-45.

17As Estelle Freedman points out there was a sense of
"sisterhood" in the work of these early prison reformers. However,
it should be noted that until the 1920 's black women did not
benefit from these reforms.
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fully materialize uijtil 1870 and later, they marked the beginning

of significant reforms in women's prisons.

The 1870's saw the growth of single sex penitentiaries. In

Framingham, Massachusetts, in 1874 the first "Reformatory" for

adult women was built. The sentiment had turned; women's prisons

were to be administered by women. Just as women were seen to

have a "separate sphere" outside prison, now they could be

reformed and trained in proper womanly behavior and roles inside

prison. The vision of the imprisoned woman now turned from

"fallen" to teachable; the new goal, as Ellen Cheney Johnson, a

prisoii superintendent, stated, was to find "the germ of goodness

in the heart ... seek out and de\^elop and establ i sh . . . [ i t ]

"

Although the new reformatories were built of the same

austere stone or brick as the men's prisons, they were designed

with single rooms for each woman and large common spaces.

Uijlikc' the earlier penitentiary system where women were isolated,

women were now encouraged to move about to the chapel, work

rooms, and library. How^ever, some of the physical attributes of

the earlier penitentiary system were maintained. In

Massachusetts, for instance, the new building still resembled a

fortress with walls and elevated fences, iron gratings on

13 Ibid . , 55

.
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windows, double doors and grim punishment cells for extreme

i solat ion

.

19

Even though reforms moved institutions toward a more humane

treatment of women, pressures to train women for useful,

appropriate labor were strong and, in my estimation, supported

the prevailing classist, racist, and sexist view of incarcerated

women. Many reformers argued that marketable skills must be

taught inside the prison so that women would not have to return

to criminal activity. This argument was not intrinsically

flawed; the flaw lay in reformers' limited vision of what

constituted appropriate training and marketable skills.

Nevertheless, by the turn of the century the Reformatory in

Framingham had implemented a program of indenture for

incarcerated women. All over the greater Boston area, housewives

could apply for an incarcerated domestic. The program was

structured so tliat each inmate could refuse service if she

wished. Once an incarcerated woman was indentured, she lived in

her employer's home where her life was under her employer's

supervision. The program was reported to be immensely successful

with a 9% recidivism rate among those inmates who participated.

In seeing women as having distinct needs from men, the new

reformatories tried to instill several qualities, including

obedience, self-sufficiency, self-discipline, and piety. The

13 Ibid. , 67-88.
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institutions weie no longer primarily places of punishment and

custody. Instead, they were clearly turning their efforts

towards re-forming the inmates and equipping them to fit into the

20greater society as productive citizens.

The reforms certainly provided a welcome move toward a more

humane treatment of incarcerated women. However, without the

same rights as men, women were acknowledged as different and that

difference was used to reduce them to a new institutionally

dependent status.

Reformatory advocates and administrators believed they
were doing women a service by providing special care.
Women, they argued, deserved extra protection. But the
reformers' good intentions do not cancel out the fact
tliat in the course of helping, they gave legal force to
a double standard that punished women more severely
than men who had committed the same offenses.

Without advocates able to demand an assessment of just what would

constitute equal justice for all women, incarcerated women, like

their free sisters, were at the mercy of prevailing prejudices

and economic expediency.

Two nineteenth century theorists lay the ideological

foundation for penology as it applied to women's prisons in this

period. In an early attempt at a "scientific" analysis of the

criminal personality, Henry Mayhew and Cesare Lombrosco developed

theories which looked at the biological makeup and environment of

^•^Ibid., 89-108.

21,Rafter, 36.
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criminals for the genesis of their behavior. Mayhew divided all

humans into two groups.

He divided the human race into two groups, 'wanderers
and settlers', who evolved different social and moral
habits. Wanderers were in the 'habit of seeking and
taking what they require'. Settlers evolved habits of
* producing and growing what they want. '

Specifically he tied criminal behavior in women to prostitution.

Mayhew saw women as naturally good, chaste, modest and
born to motherhood. Blessed with an extreme
sensiti\ity to praise or blame, they live in 'acute
dread of being detected in the slightest impropriety of
conduct' and 'naturally find the greatest delight in
ai:>probat i on . . .

' Shame as an 'educated sentimenj:/ comes
about through training in 'decency and virtue'."

His theory led finally to an attack on working mothers, arguing

that

mothers are a significant source of all crime, not just
prostitution. If women would remain in the home in
their natural nurturing and caretaking role, children
would be educated in the appropriate sentiments and
regulated within the home.

Thus Mayhew' s work countered any move towards economic or

physical independence on the part of women. Women's "nature" as

defined by the nineteenth century "Cult of True Womanhood" still

defined behavior for women. To be a criminal woman then, was to

be a failed woman.

"^Dobash, 106.

"^Ibid., 107.

24 Ibid. , 108.
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The work of Cesare Lombrosco focused more on women's

physical features as an outward sign of inward pathology. He

described physical traits which he argued were indicators of

criminal character. Although the descriptions today seem

ridiculous, his work was widely developed in nineteenth century

Europe and to some lesser extent in the United States and Great

Britain, His measurements of jaws, noses, the space betw-een the

eyes pro\ided a simple-minded image of how a criminal woman would

look."' Unfortunately many of the physical features were moi-e

related to primitive birthing practices, heredity, and poor diet

than to any intrinsic moral or behavior defect.

Whereas nineteenth century criminology depended heavily on

the e\"olut ionary themes of Henry Mayhew and Cesare Lombrosco,

twentieth century reformers were questioning their social

Darwini sm .

"' The turn of the century witnessed an ideological

struggle whicli had important implications for prison reform.

Social Darwinism was challenged effectively in 1901 by American

social reformer, Frances Kellor, in her first book, Experimental

Soci ology, in studying ju\'enile crime, she argued an

environmental theory which combined biological and sociological

theory. She attacked Lombrosco 's work for ignoring class and

culture as roots of crime. Out of her interest in the conditions

25 Ibid., 112.

'Ibid., 105-106.
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of incarceration for black women in the South, she further

attacked his work as simpleminded in its construction of racial

and ethnic characteristics as criminal determinants. Kellor saw-

economic opportunity and economic need as primary factors in

mo\'ing women to commit crimes. Her work blended well with the

feminist theory of the time offered by Charlotte Perkins Oilman

and Emma Goldman. Both Oilman and Ooldman pointed to

prostitution as an economic response rather than a moral defect.

This turning from nature to nurture significantly changed the

direction of prison reform. 27

In addition, the period from 1900-1920 saw a significant

cliange in the physical design of women's prisons. The new design

removed women from the single room penitentiary to a new series

of cottage buildings dotted around an open compound. Each

cottage was meant to be more of a family style unit holding no

more than forty or fifty women. In 1911 at the Framingham

Reformatory, Superintendent Jessie Hodder, a leading reformer, in

a symbolic gesture "urged that the word 'prison' be struck from

the institution's name and that in the future the term

'prisoners' should be replaced by 'women.' Subsequently the

Massachusetts legislature changed the name of the institution

28

Freedman, 109-125.

Ibid., 135.
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from "Sherborn Reformatory Prison for Women" to "Sherborn

Reformatory Reformatory for Women. -. 29

Hodder was so distressed with what she felt was the failure

of the prison system to prepare women for their return to society

that she suggested closing the prison would be appropriate if

more effective programming could not be implemented. Under her

successor, Superintendent Miriam Van Waters, the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts purchased additional land including a farm

expanding the open space available and changing the physical

cliaiactei- of the institution even more radically.

This increased commitment to rural sites for women's prisons

was not entirely favorable for incarcerated women. While in

conjunction with the move to cottage dwellings the rural setting

may have contributed to a family-like setting, it also served to

isolate incarcerated women from their families and children. At

a time when public and private transportation was inaccessible to

most individuals, the isolation of rural settings amounted to a

double punishment for women. Another hidden feature of the

cottage movement involved blatant racism. As reformatories were

places where authorities desired "to work with women who were

worthy of reform," most blacks were disqualified by judges on the

29 Luke Janusz, "Separate But Unequal: Women Behind Bars in
Massachusetts", Odyssey, Fall 1991, 13.

3( Ibid. , 126-142.
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basis that they were inferior and therefore not worth the

effort."" Records show a pattern of segregated cottages at best

and of commitments to custodial prisons at worst.

By 1930 the transformation in focus from retribution to

rehabilitation was widespread. Programs in industries, domestic

and outdoor work set in campus style, generally rural settings

were commonplace. The prison system designed by "Progressives"

still aimed at supporting the patriarchy by enabling women to fit

in, to leari^i useful skills and acceptable beha\'ior for women. As

"sisters" they sought to pass on womanly arts and values.

Acceptable beha\ior then as now was most often based on a male

defined norm. Hence women who behaved like men, that is, women

who committed crimes, regardless of the nature of the crime erred

doubly. They erred by violating tlie law and erred again in

behaving like a man. In Massachusetts over the next twenty-five

yeai s , Superintendent Miriam Van Vaters was to challenge both the

patriarchal system and the understanding of the obligations of

sisterhood by changing the focus from the rehabilitation of women

to tlie empowerment of women.

31Rafter , 3 7.
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CHAPTER 2

CRISIS AS AN ENTRYPOINT FOR BIOGRAPHY:
DISMISSAL AND REINSTATEMENT, 1948-1949

The period from January 1948 through March 1949 holds

particular importance to an understanding of the power of Van

Waters' leadership at Framingham. During this period Van Waters

was subjected to an investigation of l-ier behavior as head of the

women's prison, removed from her position as Superintendent, and

later reinstated amidst public hearings on issues raised by the

invest igat i oij and dismissal. An examination of the issues raised

in that investigation and subsequent hearings re\eals the

percei\'ed threat she posed to the status quo, a threat sufficient

to result finally in the re\'ersal of most of her reforms. Even

though she was found not guilty of improprieties, her work was

seriously impaired and many of her programs were cancelled

forever. Furthermore, when her work is placed in a political and

social context of the time, a sense of Just how radical her ideas

were emerges. In the belief that the most critical ideas behind

Van Waters' work were at the heart of her dismissal, in this

chapter I shall focus on this fifteen month period, the issues

raised at her hearings, and her behavior at the time.

In January of 1948 the apparent suicide of a twenty-one year

old East Boston incarcerated woman at the Framingham Reformatory

prompted three separate investigations over a one year period.
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Although each investigation supported the judgement of suicide,

the invest igcit ions provided sensational headlines for local

Hearst newspapers and a "bully pulpit" for local politician,

Senator Michael Lo Presti of the West End of Boston. The

language used by Lo Presti, the investigative techniques, the.

innuendo and irresponsible reporting of the Hearst newspapers

combined to present in microcosm the tenor of the political mood

of the- late 1940's. This was the time of the Julius and Ethel

Rosenberg Trial, the time of growing fear of the "menace" behind

the "Iron Curtain" and its possible infiltration into American

life. It was a time of rising tolerance for the investigative

bodies operating in secrecy: the C.I. A., F.B.I, and H.U.A.C. 1

In this context of fear and paranoia the challenge to Miriam Van

Waters' reforms was set.

The investigation of tlie Reformatory coincided with a change

in the Commissioner of Corrections from Dr. Warren Stearns to

Elliott McDowell. Prior to the change, Van Waters had enjoyed

worldwide renown and been considered one of the outstanding

criminal justice innovators of her day. Under Stearns' tenure

she had been encouraged to implement sweeping reforms.

In addition to the full backing of the Commissioner's
office. Van Waters was promised administrative
assistance from Harvard Law School and Tufts Medical
School^

"The House Unamerican Activities Committee.

Luke Janusz, "Separate But Unequal: Women Behind Bars in
Massachusetts", Odyssey, Fall 1991, 14.
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Within two days of his appointment as Commissioner, Elliott

F. McDowell began to openly oppose Superintendent Van Waters'

administration of the Reformatory. A hero of World War I,

Commissioner McDowell's background included a degree in

engineering from M.I.T., and construction work at the

Massachusetts prison for men at Norfolk. There he worked for

Maurice F. Winslow, Superintendent of the State Prison Colony at

Norfolk. Although Superintendent Winslow^ had no training in

corrections, his career was exemplary. Winslow, hou'ever, had a

reputation for extreme homophobia. His contact with

Superintendent Vein Waters had been slight and tinged with

resentment. "During Woild War II, while he w^as acting Farm

Coordinator for tlie Commissioner, he suspected that Miriam Van

Waters vsithheld information from him and misled him. ,.3

He described Van Waters' administration of the Reformatory

to McDowell as loose and suggested that she took a "relaxed

attitude toward homosexuality."' Commissioner McDowell's

impressions of Superintendent Van Waters were developed on the

basis of their brief Norfolk contact. In addition, the fact that

she as a woman had achieved such world renown seems to have

further alienated her from her male colleagues.

Commissioner McDowell's appointment followed the conclusion

of the third investigation of the suicide at the Reformatory.

3Burton J.Rowles, The Lady at Box 99: The Story of Miriam Ian
Waters (Greenwich: The Seabury Press, 1962), 289.

4Rowles, 289.
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That the Reformatory staff was compjletely exonerated for a third

time is significant. With dogged persistence, Commissioner

McDowell would not let go of Miriam Van Waters and the way she

administered the institution. In May of 1948 McDowell restored a

former state policeman, Frank A. Dwyer to the Deputy

Commissioner's position."^ Dwyer, who had served as Deputy under

Governor Hurley, had been demoted by Hurley. Within a month of

his appointment, Dwyer compiled and submitted to McDowell a 364

page "secret" report on the Reformatory.

Throughout the month of May, the Hearst papers in Boston

w^rote of the suicide as if the case were unsettled. Their

"yellow journalism" was tainted by the new language of national

paranoia over the "Communist menace." The counsel for the

dead woman's family, Senator Lo Presti, and reporters Tom Riley

and James T. Delaney all characterized the Reformatory as

9surrounded by an "Iron Curtain" erected by Miriam \'an Waters.

Witljout providing explicit examples they described conditions at

the Reformatory as "deplorable." As accusations developed

"As Deputy Commissioner, Dwyer worked as second in command
under Commissioner McDowell.

Governor Hurley had been an ally of Van Waters.

Miriam Van Waters collection, Schlessinger Library, Radcliffe
College, "Boston Traveler," March 11, 1949.

Miriam Van W^aters collection, Schlessinger Library, Radcliffe
College, Headlines from Hearst newspapers of May 1948.

9The incarcerated woman who committed suicide was a member of
the Di Benedetto family.

10Miriam Van Waters collection, "Boston American," May 1948.
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they became more broad, until statements suggested that the peril

was not confined to the Reformatory. "There is something

sinister here which imperils not only the lives of inmates but

the welfare of the whole commonwealth."

Tills reporting technique reliant on suggestion and innuendo

rather than experience or observation generated stunning

headlines. In effect, Superintendent Van Waters was being tried

in the headlines. The same techniques which Joseph McCarthy was

later to use in liis search for Communists and Communist dupes

were being employed against Van Waters. Her ideas, her reforms

were threatening enough to require the employment of

extraordinary methods: a secret report, the suggestion of a

Communist connection, and the suggestion of peril extending to

the entire Commonwealth. The Van Waters' case is a stunning

example of the power of indi\'iduals placed in positions of

authority. Examining the interplay of characters involved in \'an

W'aters' dismissal it is absolutely clear to me that where

programs were exemplary under Stearns, they now were deplorable

under Commissioner McDowell.

A review of the twenty-seven charges filed against

Superintendent Van Waters in January of 1949 reveals several

accusations of misconduct.

(1) Incarcerated women had been allowed to travel outside

the Reformatory premises unattended.

'4bid. , May 1948.
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( 2 ) Incarcerated women had been taken for rides in

automobiles by non-Department of Corrections staff. Of

particular concern was the one woman who escaped on a trip to

Boston in August of 1947. In fact, that woman had simply walked

away and i^eturned later to custody.

(3) Van Waters' authorization of one woman to study outside

the institution at a secretarial school was illegal.

(4) Van waters' authorization of visits and employment of

women with "homosexual tendencies" were examples of poor

judgement and putting other women in peril.

(5) Van Waters' authorization of former inmates (felons) to

visit and work in the Reformatory (twelve women named) was an

example of poor judgement and putting other women in peril.

(6) Van Waters' authorization of the indenture of five women

to local homes and businesses was not legal.

(7) Van Waters' authorization of people not in the employ of

the Department of Corrections to eat in the staff dining room and

to live in staff homes was not legal and in poor judgement.'^

Interestingly, were a Superintendent to engage in these same

activities today, she would undoubtedly be disciplined if not

removed from her position. Current penology does not support her

reforms. The difference, however, is that Van Waters had created

an atmosphere and a rehabilitation program in which indenture,

visits to the prison of women enjoying success in the community,

1 r

'^Miriam Van Waters collection. Series V, Folder #201, Official
letter removing Miriam Van Waters from her position for "misconduct
in said office."
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the ability to study, work, and worship in the local community

were among the integral pieces.

The accusations painted Van Waters as an irresponsible

administrator who r^nn the Reformatory at best whimsically, or, at

worst, by her own rules. Indeed in an interview featured in the

"Boston Evening American" an individual referred to as "a

prominent member of the Hingham Board of Public Welfare"

described Van Wate'rs as "a little queen in her own parlor."

This "prominent person" further described her contact with Van

Waters

.

She has come to tow^ns like those I have worked in,
Stougliton and Hingham, and by \'irtue of a glib tongue
and a forceful personality has fascinated small groups
of women. She is, to women, a personality whom women
seldom see .

"'

Although the statements were not libelous. Van Waters was being

described as different and arrogant. Why anyone should have

cared what this woman from Hingham thought of Miriam Van Waters

was not an issue. The absurdity of this elevation of obscure

private opinion to valued judgement, to expert witness was in

keeping with the substance of the accusers' case against Van

Waters

.

On June 7, 1948, the Commissioner's accusations began to

translate into mandates. McDowell (1) canceled her program

allowing alcoholics to sign into the prison, (2) forbad

1

^Miriam Van Waters collection,
January 6, 1949, 18.

Boston Evening American,"

14 Ibid. , 18.
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educational and social outings beyond the Reformatory gates, (3)

forbad indenture of women to the Superintendent or any others in

the employ of the Reformatory, (4) forbad the informal return of

former inmates, and (5) forbad any medical trips related to

alcoholic women's health. In addition, the Commissioner required

reports and statistics on personnel and facility use by return

mail. Essentially McDowell had reversed both Van Waters and her

predecessor, Jessie Hodder's reforms, returning the facility to

codes written in 1923 and 1926. 15

After a feeble in\'est igat ion of the infractions charged

against Van Waters, on January 11, 1949, McDowell officially

removed Superintendent Van Waters. For eighteen days hearings

were held. For twelve days Miriam Van Waters testified under

cross-examination. On February 11, the twenty-seven charges were

upheld and Van Waters' dismissal was reaffirmed. At this point

after Van Waters demanded a hearing before an impartial

commission, Massachusetts Governor De\'er appointed a commission.

By March 11, Miriam Van Waters was completely vindicated and

restored to her post. Interestingly, although public support for

Van Waters flooded the Governor's office from all over the world,

Commissioner McDowell and his Deputy, Dwyer remained in office

and canceled programs were not restored. In terms of her

reforms, irreparable damage had been done. Just as the Hollywood

"Black Lists" of the 1950's resulted in unemployability for those

implicated for the next fifteen years. Van Waters never was able

I i!Rowles , 313.
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to restore and rebuild the programs at Framingham which she lost

in this period.

In January of 1950 the Friends of Framingham Reformatory

published a pamphlet "To the People of Massachusetts" entitled

The Van Waters Case. They pled for the public to untie Van

Waters' hands and for the endorsement of radical revision of the

Massachusetts statutes regarding incarcerated women. To date the

reforms initiated by Van Waters ha\'e not been restored. I^

Some of the most eloquent writing which reveals the radical

nature of Miriam Van Waters' approach towards justice for women

is found in lier outlines of book proposals written in the 1950 's.

In a 1953 proposal for an autobiography Van Waters writes,

The old system has tried out very thoroughly what can
be done for prisoners by repression. Now there should
be room for a new trial -- what the prisoner can do by
expressing herself.''

Under Van Waters, women had performed plays, danced, attended

local mo\'ies, worshiped at the local Episcopal church, served on

committees, worked in local businesses and homes and on the

prison farm. Just as her predecessor Superintendent Jessie

Hodder had removed the word prison from the name of the

institution, Miriam Van Waters insisted that incarcerated women

be referred to as "students," not inmates.

1 fi

The Framingham Reformatory : The Van Waters Case (Boston:
Friends of Framingham Reformatory, 1950).

1?Miriam Van Waters collection, Series VI, unnumbered page of
proposal for an autobiography.
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At a time when the blush of victory in World War II was

being replaced by fear of the "Communist menace," and the pre-War

reforms of the New Deal were being replaced by political

conservatism and a growing fear of difference, Miriam Van Waters'

restructuring of the prison programming for women seems to have

been an easy victim. At best visionaries have a difficult time

effecting change; in this case the visionary could be seen as an

"uppity woman," a woman "different" because she had a Ph.D. , a

woman different because she was respected and known for her ideas

worldwide, a woman different because she dared to challenge the

status quo, a woman different because she defended the needs of

unacceptable women. The story of Miriam Van Waters' ordeal in

1949 is particularly interesting because it both illustrates the

power of public pressure and the power of civil administrators

and politicians. It is true that letters of support for Van

Waters poured in before and during the hearings. The list

included such influential persons as Eleanor Roosevelt, Dorothy

Canfield Fisher, and Justice Felix Frankfurter; such groups as

the League of Women Voters, the Russell Sage Foundation, the

Salvation Army, the Episcopal W'omen's Church Service League;

innumerable church groups of all denominations, hundreds of

individuals and yet, when all the hearings were ended the

Commissioner and his Deputy remained and Van Waters' reforms were

gone .
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In an undated concluding chapter to a proposed book sent to

the editor of Little, Brown and Company Publishers, Van Waters

proposed more far reaching reform.

All our work points to one conclusion: the prison must
go. We shall have a strong department of Legal
Medicine with Clinics available in every center of
population. We shall have a Diagnostic Center, and a
few small units, or institutions, adapted to the
varying nature and needs of the offenders. Ic!

Miriam Van Waters' radical reforms threatened to liberate rather

than subdue the women in her charge and transform the

institutions designed to contain them. Her reforms not only

threatened to enable her "students" to become active, thinking

citizens, her reforms threatened to make prisons for women

unnecessary. Were Van W^aters the Superintendent of M.C.I. -

Framingham today, she undoubtedly would pose the same kind of

threat to contemporary politicians.

Her penology did not support the punitive custody implied by

Governor Weld's "trip through the circles of Hell." Instead, Van

W^aters stood with the oppressed. In a letter w^ritten by Van

Waters to the minister of St. Andrew's Church in Framingham, she

complained that due to the Commissioner's edict barring her from

taking women out of the prison, she would be unable to bring

women to church on Sunday. Van Waters explained that, of course,

she would be unable to attend as her place was with the women. 19

1
*^

^Miriam Van Waters collection. Series VI, Chapter XII, The
Harvest , concluding chapter of proposed book.

UMiriam Van Waters collection, Box 17.
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Van Waters' vision of a place for women in conflict with the

law involved services rather than a walled fortress. Her

conception of the goal of rehabilitation involved listening to

women and providing resources to move them along a path towards

health and responsibility. She saw her students as sisters, .

welcomed them into her home and into the institution as

colleagues

.

It seems that although the public could endorse Van Waters'

reforms and ^ision, the penal hierarchy and political leaders

could not. Van Waters called for mutual trust in a system built

on power over. She asked for a setting where women could

practice and develop their own sense of agency in community in a

system built on the demand for blind obedience. Where the system

had torn women down, she wished to see their, empowered. In yet

another proposal for a book, she asked a key question.

The public is confronted with an issue. Narrowly
stated it is whether the woman's view^point can be
ignored. Women are imprisoned by men's laws for
offenses men also commit and are not imprisoned. Shall
the imprisoned women, already discriminated against, be
governed in the prison by men's regulations which
ignore the woman viewpoint?

Her question remains unanswered, lost in a system still split

between retribution, custody, and rehabilitation but never

courageous enough to completely commit to empowerment. The focus

remains on blame and punishment in the name of justice.

Miriam Van Waters collection. Series VI, Chapter I, "The
Public Is Confronted With An Issue."
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Van Katers' words and programs were prophetic. Like other

prophets, her work asked for difficult and radical changes in the

penal system for women.

V^an Waters' later speeches described penology as an

oppressive system for women. She was very clear in her critique

that she viewed women as an "oppressed minority" with different

problems and needs than men. In the following chapter I will

outline the \^arieties of oppression she felt were endemic to the

syst em

.
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CHAPTER 3

WHAT WERE THE "ONGOING DYNAMICS OF OPPRESSION OR SUBJUGATION
AS MIRIAM VAN WATERS SAW THEM?

A fundamental tenet of Van Waters' conception of a Christian

penology was her belief in a necessary partnership among science,

psychology and sociology.^ Her hope and intention was to see

that the data being collected by sociologists using scientific

method was put to work for systemic change. She argued that

studies of juvenile and adult female criminals, studies of the

realities of their lives should lay the foundation for a rational

penal system.

Her critique of the prison system in the 1950 's was harsh.

In speeches and inter\'iews she often referred back to the 1913

legislative decision to change the name of Framingham from

"prison" to "reformatory." The mandate she drew from this change

involved a turn from an institutional mission of "custody and

obedience" to a mission of ".
. .meeting the nature and needs of

the indi\^idual . . .

""

Van Waters' focus was primarily on the penal system rather

than the criminal justice system as a whole. This distinction is

Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 487, Address by Dr.
Miriam Van Waters to Episcopal Service for Youth, April 27, 1950,
Atlantic City, New Jersey, 58-59.

"Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 493, Dr. Van Waters
Speaks", September 19, 1954, 58-59.
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critical to an understanding of her call for reform and her

condemnation of penology as she saw it at its worst. She defined

penology as, "everything we do with the of fender ... Penology is

the knowledge and practice of dealing with the offender so as to

bring about rehabilitation."' Her critique then was not focused

on the criminal justice system as a whole as it was primarily

concerned with the offender before her arrest. Instead, the

urgent need for reform that Van Waters saw was tied to the prison

system per se and the realities of release. Writing about

"rehabilitation," she stated,

WHiv is this such an important matter? - because 97% of
all individuals convicted of offenses are returned to
society. The 3% remaining are those that are executed,
those that die in f)rison. 97% return either with or
without supervision. Therefore from a practical point
of \iew the definition of penology as that which deals
with the offender in such a way as to bring about
rehabilitation is a very pertinent definition.*

Although she later described the foundation of her penology in

liberative terms, certainly in this argument for change, the

approach is purely utilitarian.

In her chapter on "Sex Discrimination in the Prison

System...," Nicole Hahn Rafter documents the continuing legacy of

inequality of a prison system dominated by male administrators

and preoccupied with the problems of the predominantly male
r,

population.' Van Waters faulted the system for the same

Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 524, Boston University
lecture, September 19, 1951, 8-9.

4 Ibid. , 9.

^Rafter, 195-207.
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inequities, looking first to the social construction of the law.

Although laws and their enforcement fall into the realm of

"criminal justice" rather than penology, Van Waters saw the

genesis of many injustices in the establishment and enforcement

of the criminal code itself. Van Waters criticized the legal

code and its application to women on four bases: (1) the law

lacked sufficient contextual izat ion in defining crime and

appropriate sentencing, (2) the law as applied was sexist, (3)

the law as applied was racist, (4) the law as applied

discriminated by economic and social status.

Her arguments regarding the contextual it y of the law cited

examples where human behavior under one circumstance is regarded

as. heroic and another as murderous. The most obvious example is

the case of a soldier in wartime who is given permission to kill

the enemy. His wounds will be a^sarded "Purple Hearts" and his

prowess as a "killer" will be deemed heroic. However, were he to

behave in the same way in his own community outside the war

context, he would be condemned as a dangerous criminal. The

"motivation," the context, then is important.

Conduct called delinquent or criminal is so
defined by the legal code of the times. It may or may
not be intrinsically moral or immoral (Christian or
non-Christ ian ) --examples "conscientious objectors" to
war. Refusal to testify before a congressional
committee. Truancy from School. Running away from
home. Alcoholism. Drug addiction. Failure to meet
family obligations. Compulsive theft. Killing
(Legalized in war and in capital punishment.)

Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 492, "The Unwanted in
Our Modern Culture", September 4, 1954, 4.
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Tlie purpose of the point was both to urge the decriminalization

of certain acts by law, and to consider the background, context,

and motivation of the individual committing the crime. The law

may be blind but the penal system must see in order to

rehabil i tate

.

A part of the social context Van Waters sought to reform was

the \'ision of appropriate womanly behavior. Van Waters' view

tliat the Iciw was sexist stemmed from the contrast in the

sentencing of women and men who committed the same crimes. A

continuii:ig narrow social construction of feminine behavior

brought an added harshness to the punishment meted out to women

in the courts.' To commit a crime was not in keeping with truly

feminine beha\'ior. In addition so called "moral" laws such as

those governing adultery, child neglect, sex trade offenses which

w^ere enforced rigidly in one state, often were "winked at" in

another. Regardless of the fact that in 1951, "About 80% of the

offenses of the woman offender are social in nature...," the

model Van Waters sought to reform behaved as though men and women

were in need of the same kind of rehabilitation, at best, or

warehousing, at worst.

As I noted in Chapter 1, some reformers at the turn of the

century in advocating for "special care" for women, "gave legal

force to a double standard that punished women more severely than

1Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 524, "Boston
University", September 19, 1951, 12.

'Ibid. , 14-15.
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men wlio had committed the same offenses."" Either way, reform

which declared women the same as men or reform which treated

women as "special" by weakness and virtue, denied the context and

real needs of individual women. This identification of a

difference in the problems and needs of incarcerated women was

integral to Van Waters' reform program.

In addition, Van Waters faulted the legal system for

reinforcing and complying with racist community attitudes. She

found tliat where segregation was supported, the legal system

supported discrimination. Nicole Rafter describes this process

as well

.

Before conviction, racism gave rise to different
intensities of prosecution of black and white women for
various offenses; and after the conviction or official
labeling stage, it could lead to differences in
sentence length and in-prison treatment. Racism thus
shaped both crime rates and administrative policies.
These interacted to produce a criminal justice system
that reinforced the racial caste system and amplified
the misfortunes of black women.

Rafter's analysis is based on studies focused on the earliest

years of Van Waters' tenure. Yet, in 1951 Van Waters in a

discussion of strategies for building interracial "participation

and understanding" in the reformatory states that, "There are

some reformatories that separate negros, but Vermont, New Jersey

and Massachusetts do not and in most of the others there is

"Rafter , 36 .

^^Ibid., 155.
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interracial participation.' Until "Brown versus the Board of

Education" in 1954, acceptance of racial injustice nationwide was

a given. Since 1954 consciousness and change have come slowly.

E\en today the overrepresentat ion of Afro-American and Latina

women in prisons suggests continuing racism.

Discrimination on the basis of race and sex was often

compounded by discrimination along economic and social lines.

\"an Ivaters found that poor women who were unable to afford

adequate counsel were most likely to be convicted and sentenced.

Again whether any category of crime resulted in conviction and

sentencing was related to the subjective judgement and wide

12discretion of the judge. Van Waters argued that the presence

of a disproportionate number of poor women in prison

substantiated the injustice of the criminal justice system.

Today, the same patterns can be found in the application of

the law. In the 1990 report on the United States Criminal

Justice System, The National Commission on Crime and Justice

found

,

The overrepresentat ion of women of color in prison is
even more dramatic than that of men. For example, in
some jurisdictions, African American women and Latinas
make up o\'er 70 percent of the prison and jail
populations of women ... Nearly 75 percent of crimes for

llv.4Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 524, Boston University
lecture, December 12, 1951, 6.

12Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 524, "Boston
University," September 19, 1951, 12.
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which women are imprisoned nationwide can be traced to
their socioeconomic conditions. '

Unfortunately the same kind of situation regarding the

connections between racism, classism, and sexism and the

incarceration of women which Van Waters deplored still

exist

.

Although she placed the origins of the incarcerated women's

problems in the larger society and legal system, most of her

critique was le\'eled at the penal system. In a 1952 television

inter\"iew, in comments to Massachusetts Governor Paul A. Dever

regarding the condemned men's prison facility at Charlestown,

Van Waters stated her conception of the goal of incarceration as

"better citizenship."' Van Waters was very specific in her

criticism of the penal system. With the goal of "better

citizenship" in mind, she saw the popular penal model of

"continuous punishment" as counterproductive.

In the context of a 1950 speech to the "Episcopal Service

for Youth" Van Waters, outlined three attitudes underlying the

contemporary penology: (1) a desire for a quick and easy

solution, (2) a pattern of ignoring the symptoms which lead to

crime, especially when attending to them would cost additional

money in the short term, and (3) an acceptance of "bad behavior"

"The National Commission on Crime and Justice, A Call To
Action: An Analysis and Overview of the United States Criminal
Justice System, with Recommendations (Philadelphia: The National
Commission on Crime and Justice, 1990), 33-34.

\Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 489, "Television Show
on Corrections", March 2, 1952, 7.
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as human nature and therefore to be expected. On the third point

particularly she observed that in the United States we often

raise young people in an atmosphere of benign neglect, offering

little guidance and few good examples of desirable social

behavior. How^ever at the point where the same young people

commit any "breach of law or custom," we inflict on them most

severe sanctions. She argued that expediency and materialism

underlie tliis v^ersion of penology. " Her assessment is most

clearly stated in the following line, "We are all to blame for

tolerating a long discredited 'prison system'. It is expensive,

it does not reform, and it is not scientific."' The relative

desirability of retributive and rehabilitative models of penology

is still debated today. The ongoing relex'ance of Van Waters'

critique of the retributi\'e model lies particularly in her

specific identification of societal, familial, and legal

structures of oppression. She placed responsibility in these

social institutions for creating settings where many men and

women are trapped in circumstances largely beyond their control.

The problem, then, as Van Waters saw it, was terribly

complex, with layers of reform needed. One of the most radical

proposals made by \'an Waters regarding prisons involved a

separation of the administration and programming of penal

'Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 487, "Address by Dr.
Miriam Van Waters to Episcopal Service for Youth", April 27, 1950,
Atlantic City, N.J., 4-5.

IP

^Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 487, "Punishment or
Reform: A Christian View of Penology", May 22, 1950, 2.
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institutions for men and women. Van Waters' argument for

separate penal institutions for men and women was fourfold: (1)

given the contrast in the nature of crimes committed by women,

the rehabilitative needs of women were different, (2) the

remoteness of incarcerated women from public contact compounded

the problem of reintegration into communities upon release, (3)

the fact of motherhood and women's primary responsibility for

their cliildren was not recognized as an important treatment issue

under the male model, (4) with the penal system's primary focus

on punishment, the critical work of healing and reeducation, of

changing a woman's life were nearly impossible.

\'an Welters noted that 80 percent of the population of the

FramingJiam Reformatory had been convicted of "petty crimes" and

posed no security threat to the public. Violent crimies among the

female population were then and continue today to be much more

infrequent than in the male population. The Bureau of Justice

Statistics, "Profile of State Prison Inmates, 1986" states that

"the proportion of women in prison for a violent offense dropped

from almost half to two-fifths." In the light of the

difference in the nature of women's crimes. Van Waters argued

that imprisoning women in the same fortresslike facilities as men

was inappropriate. "Most of our people could be handled with no

'Rafter, 254.
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custody at all; they could be handled in small farm houses, or

almost in foster homes."

Her second point, one which could be argued for men as well,

related to the systemic minimization of contact between

incarcerated women and the public. Van Waters argued that this

"remoteness from the public" fed false ideas about incarcerated

women making it e\'en more difficult for them to reestablish

themselves upon release. In a lecture to a social-work class at

Boston University, she described the situation metaphorically.

We all know that rabbits are not like Bunny Rabbit.
Our modern children are shown Bunny Rabbit so it is a
little difficult to get the children interested in the
real nests and burrows and warrens and the food and
habits of raVjbits. . .because they are competing with the
concepts the children see in the funnies and the
movies. So with the offender who is the most
challenging figure of our society. The newspaper and
the tele\"ision \'ersion is entirely false. '

The remoteness, in fact, was enforced by policy and location of

tl-io i:)risons.

Nicole Rafter describes the late nineteenth, early twentieth

century pattern of moving reformatories out of the cities and

into remote rural areas. Many reformers believed that the fresh

air and distance from the crime ridden cities would be curative

in themselves. However, the same curative location created a

10

Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 494, "The Need for
Prison Reform: A discussion broadcast over Station HGBH-FM (Boston
and Cambridge), February 18, 1955, 2.

ISMiriam Van Waters collection. Folder 524, Boston University
lecture, December 12, 1951, 3.

^^Rafter, 35.
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barrier to the maintenance of community ties otherwise thought to

be necessary for socially appropriate behavior and contribution

to society relationships. Framingham Reformatory, although on

the commuter train line from Boston, is still about a mile walk

from the train station. Inmates' families needed money, time,

and energy to visit, all things that they were unlikely to have

given the economic di senf ranchisement of most inmates.

Further, women were isolated by other Department of

Corrections policies. The accusations of misconduct leveled at

Van Waters and outlined in Chapter 2 make reference to: (1) a ban

on study outside the institution, (2) a ban on visits and

employment of women witli "homosexual tendencies" without

enumerating techniques used to draw such conclusions, (3) a ban

on visits and employment of "former inmates (felons)," and (4) a

ban on work by incarcerated women in local homes and businesses.

These policies, both by limiting who had access to the women and

limiting women's possible contacts erased many opportunities for

connection with otlier women especially interested in and able to

demonstrate success and hope outside prison. The rules

effectively removed discretionary power from the Superintendent's

hcinds. Van Waters condemned department rules saying, "The best

of our institutions are overridden by rules till we think more

about how to keep the rules than cure the delinquent. m2I

21w.Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 492, "The Need for a New
Penal Code," October 24, 1954, 3.
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Another area in which Van Waters identified oppressive

policies in\olved the lack of recognition given to the effect of

incarceration on the mother-child relationship. Her twelve years

of Kork directly with the juvenile correctional system sensitized

Van Waters to the needs of children and the effects of

deprivation on children. Although the "cottage" system was

intended to cluster women together like families, Nicole Rafter

reports that most children born in women's

prison were sent to adoption agencies or other
institutions before they reached the age of two. How
long tlieir mothers might keep them was a matter of
administrat i\'e discretion, and like all such, .matters

,

liable to be used as a mechanism of control."

Van Watei's had seen first hand the effects of this kind of

separation. She saw juvenile offenders as unable to "put the

pieces [of their lives] together without aid.""" The punishment

of separation from their children was double for women; they

suffered and their children suffered.

Finally, in Van Waters' penology there was no room for

custodial care or the warehousing of women. She described the

incarcerated woman standing at a crossroads which would lead

"either on one path to constructive living or on the other to

destruction." In 1950 Van Waters seemed to be reacting to a

22Rafter, 168.

93"Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 508, Chapter XII,
undated , 9 .

Miriam Van Waters collection, Boston University lecture,
September 19, 1951 , 11

.
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trend, begun in 1930 which was gradually turning away from the

original cottage model toward a "justice" model in which men and

women were again to be treated "equally." These reforms often

involved the problematic return to combined facilities for men

and women most often with disastrous results. Nevertheless,

warehousing, punishment, and fixed sentences were characteristic

of the new and oppi-essive penology to which Van Waters was

reacting ."'

As every reformer is a product of her time, so Van Waters'

crusade for a marriage of science and sociology grew out of the

increasing professional izat ion of prison administration.

According to Rafter,

Workers in new or rapidly growing professions such as
social work and mental health viewed themselves as
"social engineers," ...Their optimism w'as fed by
confidence in t}ie power of science; with research and
rational planning, mediceil and social science would
identify and correct the causes of social ills. In the
ar-ea of penology, this cult of science manifested
itself in enthusiasm for the medical interpretation of
crime as a disease. ^

Incarcerated w^omen became "clients" who were to be studied using

a "medical model." Progressive reformers believed that with

enough data the new social science could truly solve social

problems. In her writing Van Waters indicated that she believed

in the neutrality of scientific method. She stated, "To think

26

Rafter, 178-180.

Ibid. , 53-54.
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concretely or obser\e without your own attitudes intervening is

to approach scientifically. 1 1 2

1

This belief in rationality and the power of science led Van

Waters to argue for a narrow construction of "women's nature."

As we shall see in Chap)ter 4, her application of scientific

method to the social sciences led Van Waters to observe the

histories and behaviors of incarcerated women more closely and

specifically than had previously been the practice. She r^efused

to base her programming and judgement on popular stereotypes.

57

Miriam Van Waters collection,
lecture, January 16, 1952, 2.

Folder 524, Boston University
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CHAPTER 4

IN THE LIGHT OF VAN WATERS' CRITIQUE OF PREVAILING PENOLOGY,
WHAT REFORMS DID SHE OFFER?

In my work as a facilitator of groups for incarcerated

substance abusers tr^'ing to remain in recoxery, I ha\'e found, "To

whom do you feel accountable?" and "Who are your communities of

solidarity'^" to be critical questions. Indeed, the notion that

we are accountable to others beyond ourselves se-ems to me to be

essential to the sur\ ival of marginalized men and women.

Particularly ii-j a prison setting, if a woman feels that she is

engaged in her struggle to "stay clean" and change the direction

of her life all by herself, her struggle may become too

o\^erwhelmi ng . Questions regarding connection need to be asked

again and again for stories of relapse are replete with feelings

of being alone

.

For the staff and administration of penal institutions,

communities of accouiitabil ity and solidarity are equally

important. How the staff and administration perceive themselves

standing in relation to incarcerated women is very important

because it effects institutional programming and daily

interaction. A recent experience illustrates this. Several

organizational service providers in a prison wanted to learn

Spanish so that they could communicate more effectively with

Latina inmates. They agreed to hire a Latina inmate who was
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alieady vorking for the prison educational program teaching other

inmates to read and speak Spanish. The proposal was denied by

the prison's Director of Treatment who is the Department of

Corrections official in charge of such matters. The grounds for

tlie denial were based on the inappropriateness of an inmate

teaching the staff of the prison anything. The act of allowing

this inmate to share her expertise with staff in what might be

construed as a superordinat e position oxer her students was

considered incompatible witli her position as an imprisoned woman.

In tliis case there seems to be a liidden logic. In denying

tlie request, thc^ Department of Corrections official was acting

out an official policy of distancing staff from inmates and

reenforcing a hierarchical relationship between the two groups.

The simple recognition of an area of expertise of an incarcerated

woman moved staff and inmates too close. It would have allowed

for the possibility of the kind of mutual respect based on

respective knov;ledge and talent among persons in quasi

professional roles. Ha\'ing an inmate teaching staff anything

might have involved some deference on the part of staff toward an

inmate, something to be avoided under the current administration

no matter how narrow the area of deference might be. The Director

of Treatment's theory was designed to segregate and diminish

inmates, his praxis to control the type of interaction among

women

.

Miriam Van Waters' tenure at Framingham Reformatory was a

reaction to this type of penology. Her penology was based on
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connection rather than difference, solidarity rather than power

over. The theoretical framework of Van Waters' work is consonant

with a discussion of feminist "politics of experience," by Donna

Haraway

.

The politics of difference that feminists need to
articulate must be rooted in a politics of experience
that searches for specificity, heterogeneity, and
connection through struggle , not through
psychologist ic , liberal appeals to each her own endless
difference. Feminism is collecti\'e; and difference is
political, that is, about power, accountability, and
hope .

In this chapter, v>7e shall look at this sense of connection

and accountability as Van Waters both described them and

implemented tliem in her programming. Although \'an Waters did not

use the label "feminist" for herself, Haraway's reference to

"power, accountability, and hope", is indicative of Van Waters'

penology. Her theoretical base and programming addresses

directly the povcei- dynamics in relationships between the staff,

administration, and incarcerated women at Framingham.

In constructing a new penology. Van Waters belie\ed that

being a Christian should make a difference in the point of view

and behavior of an individual and that this difference should be

extended to our penal institutions. Much of her work in the

early 1950's w^as addressed to Episcopal church audiences. Yet,

though the message was tailored to the audience, her critique of

penology was consistent with her programming, recommendations and

Donna J. Haraway, Simians , Cyborgs , and Women: The
Reinvention of Nature (New York: Routledge, 1991), 109.
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other reforms at Framingham. Miriam Van Waters certainly moved

with facility among at least three worlds: the world of prison

administrators, the world of progressive reformers, and the world

of socially conscious Episcopalians and other Christian leaders.

Tlie test of her message comes from the continuity or

discontinuity of her ideas.

That Van Waters felt a sense of solidarity, a sense of being

in a struggle with the women she served is undi sputable . In her

speeches she consistently criticized behavior w^hich would set

staff and administration "above" the incarcerated population. In

an outline of tlie ideal relationship between and "officer and

Vv'oman ,
" Van Waters wanted,

To bridge the gap between officer and man, or officer
and woman. The point is not that they should become
familiar, but that they should become part of [each
other's] daily life, and then there [would be] no
dix'ision between we and they."

She was not advocating intimacy here. She was advocating

community. The sense was that the officer and incarcerated woman

were involved in the life of the prison together.

In a 1949 speech delivered to a "Conference on Ministerial

Training," Van Waters eloquently described her vision of

relationships within a prison as she felt she had designed them

at Framingham.

We try to create a structure in w^hich the offender is a
participating member... It is not a service of experts
who operate from the top down to inmates who are

"Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 494,
Prison Reform", February 18, 1955, 9.
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confined for the purpose of rehabilitation. It is not
a relationship of superior to inferior.'

The power dynamics in Van Waters' design are truly radical. With

the focus on community and relationship, power is derived from

successful work together rather than by fiat.

This redefinition of the relationship of staff and

administration to the inmate population was at the heart of the

threat \'an Waters posed to the status quo. Some of the grounds

for her dismissal as described in Chapter 2, are directly related

to \'an Waters' attempts to redefine these relationships. Such

practices as hiring formerly incarcerated alcoholics in recovery

to ser\'e as staff, or naming incarcerated women "students"

instead of inmates were policies under fire and ultimately

reversed by the Department of Corrections.

Eaily in her tenure at the reformatory she changed the term

used to refer to incarcerated women from "inmates" to "students."

She explained the change as one of emphasis.

The emphasis is not on prisoner, for in addition to the
fact they are in custody, the responsibility of
learning and re-forming is placed upon them. The word
Student emphasized the dynamics of "doing time."

This description coupled with her analyses of the

responsibilities of guards and officers suggests her vision of

networks of mutual obligation.

Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 486, "Faith in Action",
November 23, 1949, 8.

^Ibid. , 9.
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Central to an understanding of Van Waters' redefinition of

prison relationships is a recognition of her call for an ethic of

loN-e. Beverly Harrison in "The Power of Anger in the Work of

Love" characterizes the radical lo\"e ethic of Jesus in the

following way.

His death was the price he paid for refusing to abandon
the radical activity of love -- of expressing
solidarity and reciprocity with the excluded ones in
his community. Sacrifice, I submit, is not a central
mora] goal or virtue in the Christian life. Radical
acts of love -- expressing human solidarity and
bringing mutual relationship to life.-- are the central
\irtues of the Christian moral life.^

This characterization fits the work Van Waters did decades

earlier at Framingham Reformatory. Significantly, Van Waters

applied this rcidical love ethic to prison staff and

admin i st rat ion

.

Tliou Shalt Love--et cet . this we should paint in gold
Gothic script over every arch and doorway of every cell
and room in e\"ery institution for offenders in America.
For the guards and officers to see and feel.

Her adaptation of the love ethic took concrete forms as

well. In the same speech delivered to a church congregation in

October 1954, Van Waters reiterated her point.

Get it clear: I am talking today about Religion for us-
-workers and citizens not for prisoners--not sp much
how to reform Pr i soners--but how to reform us.'

"Harrison , 18 .

Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 492, "The Need For a New
Penal Code", October 24, 1954, 33. Emphasis added.

7Ibid., 4. Emphasis added.
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This shift in focus from the women to the guards and officers is

characteristic of \'an Waters' vision of responsibility. Van

Waters clearly envisioned guards and officers as members of the

reformatory community most in need of attention to their own

altitudes and prejudices. She urged them to change, to live

exemplary lives in that community.

For example, she applied the ninth commandment against

bearing false witness to the prison setting. "Un\^erified

comments" find "rumored suspicions" were recorded routinely in

women's files. Van Waters construed this practice as a violation

of Christian tenets. Again the change she called for was in the

staff and administration, not the incarcerated women.

Essentially, she was calling for exemplary beha\'ior on the part

of the staff and administration.

Another aspect of her call for mutual obligation and changed

behavior invol\ ed proposals effecting racial and ethnic relations

in the greater society and in the prison. Her article in a 1929

issue of the "Journal of Xegro Life" cited the research of Franz

Boaz and other anthropologists as repudiating assumptions about

the inferiority of peoples of color. Quoting an article by Sarah

Cleghorn called "Pale Morality," she called for an end to the

"pale" mentality which draws lines and erects walls meant to

exclude various groups by race, religion or ethnicity. The

article ends with a reference to the practice of "sterilization"

Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 472, New Morality and
the Social Worker", Journal of Negro Life , September 1929, 273.
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offered as "a remedy-technique in cases of feeblemindedness,

insanity, epilepsy, tuberculosis ...[ and ] a list of felonies

committed the second time, including chicken stealing." Van

Waters identified racism as the motivation for the sterilization

"remedy. She also encouraged others including social workers to

look behind policy, to examine the underlying values. "In each

case the social worker should examine critically the pedigree of

the etliical ideas underlying his procedure." Van Waters

called for an end to racial bigotry at a time when improved race

relations was not on the agenda of the society at large. Again,

he^]" recognition and repudiation of racism was out of step with

prison I'olicy which often viewed Afro-American women as

unrehabilitatable.'

This change from an authoritarian, public security model to

one of mutuality and respect suggests a redefinition of

accountability for staff and administration. Her writing is

replete with a sense of obligation to help her "students" realize

their potential and achieve a more positive life. In a 1950

address to "The Episcopal Service for Youth" thirtieth birthday

celebration. Van Waters detailed the kind of dedication she

deemed appropriate for a social worker, an accountability to

every woman regardless of her history.

'Ibid. , 273 .

II

Ibid. , 274.

See Chapter 2
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Do not let Christian social workers say "She may not be
worth it" - or "She comes of this and this family" or
"This is all we can expect of her with her
limitations". Let us rise above that purely
materialistic concept which leads to the gas chamber
and human scrap heap just as surely as if there was a
sign post pointed that way. ^

Again, this is a attitudinal shift, a matter of emphasis and

degree. Instead of seeing the primary task of incarceration as a

security matter, Van Waters held herself and staff accountable

for listening, understanding, and educating.

The reformatory was to serve as a model of compassionate

community. For women ne\"er able to view themselves as "gifted"

Van Waters intended to offer a community where relationships

would reinforce and liberate those "gifts." "There is an

astonishing amount of excellence and genius in the individual

offender, and these assets, these abilities should be

understood."'" Questions remain, however, regarding the limits

of the relationship between staff, administration and

incarcerated women. Just as contemporary models of mutual ity in

therapy are limited by the power imbalance inherent in the

therapeutic relationship, so the "students" at the reformatory

were in fact incarcerated, under the supervision of staff, and

not at liberty to leave or behave entirely as they wished. In

Van Waters' writing I did not find either an acknowledgement or

resolution of this tension.

12Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 487, Address to
Episcopal Service for Youth, April 27, 1950, 10.

1
•

'Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 524, Boston University
lecture, December 12, 1951, 13.
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In Chapter 5 we shall look at a source of strength for Van

Waters and a basis for much of her theory, her identity as a

Christian. Her discussion of the responsibilities of a Christian

life reveals, I think, the motivation for her reforms.
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CHAPTER 5

HOW WAS VAN WATERS' IDENTITY AS A CHRISTIAN FORMATIVE OF HER
THEORY AND PRACTICE AT FRAMINGHAM REFORMATORY?

Today, the training officer at Framingham stresses to staff

that the mission of the institution is first, to protect the

public and second, to provide offenders with sufficient skills

for reintegration into society. This contemporary model has

turned the primary focus from reintegration to security. In his

1992 remarks to the Attorney General's Summit on Corrections,

Massachusetts Governor William F. Weld explained the change in

the following way:

In our administration, we leave no doubt that criminal
beha\"ior is first and foremost a matter of public
safety, not social services. To this end, we have
removed our Department of Corrections from the
Department of Human Services and put it where it
belongs -- in the Office of Public Safety.

M.C.I. - Framingham, because of its range of functions, from

detaining women awaiting trial, to incarcerating women with

classifications ranging from minimum security to maximum security

has taken on the look of a maximum security facility. Double and

triple razor wire fences surround the outer perimeter and are

duplicated w^here ever there are corridors inside the property.

Paraphrase of "mission and philosophy" statement made by
training officer at M.C.I.- Framingham, March 16, 1993.

'weld, 2.
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Dog runs circle the prison compound. Attack dogs are deemed

necessary for "public safety" even though these measures would

not seem to be warranted by the women's behavior. The newest

building where the isolation cells are located is made secure

with sophisticated technology. Locks are controlled from central

panels and cameras monitor movement in the halls.

Where the old maximum security unit was noisy with women yelling

to each other across the hall, the new unit has soundproof single

rooms complete with observation windows for monitoring inmates'

behavior. Where the old unit was run down and filled with a

sense of chaos, the new one is efficient, sterile, and

dehumanizing

.

In contrast, I remember a statement made by a formerly

incarcerated women who was allowed to return and deli\'er a speech

to the current inmates on the occasion of their being graduated

from a addictions recovery program. She reminded the women of

t]ie presence of dog runs and fences referring to them as a kind

of prophesy for the women. Her message was serious, don't let

them make you believe that you are fit for the dogs; keep your

eyes beyond the fences. As I suggested in Chapter 1,

architecture has symbolic power. The cross-shaped buildings were

thought to have redemptive power. Now they have been replaced by

the symbols of razorwire, microwave sensors, and attack dog runs.

The power of the new symbols is meant to injure. These symbolic

changes and the priority of public safety amount to a complete

repudiation of Van Waters' penology. Under her super intendency
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the use of guard dogs and electronic security would have been

unthinkable. These differences cannot be attributed simply to

the change in technology and the type of woman incarcerated; the

change is philosophical; the greater change is in prison

officials and those who set policy.

Central to Van Waters' penology was a belief that prisons

must represent our values as a society and as Christians. Van

Waters claimed that Christianity, its basic tenets and values

mandated penal reform. Her Christology focused on the human

Jesus, on Jesus the liberator. She claimed strength and

legitimacy for her efforts in her identity as a Christian.

Because of her own assertions of the centrality of Christian

values to her work, I feel that an examination of her beliefs are

critical to an understanding of her penology.

For Miriam Van Waters, rehabilitation meant putting faith

into action.

An institution for rehabilitation is a primary place
for the trial of faith in action. It [rehabilitation]
is a challenge to Christian^ in the center of their belief
in the power of redemption.'

This chapter will examine four aspects of \'an Waters' Christian

belief system that guided her penology: (1) a theology of social

action traceable to her early family life, (2) a theology of

Jesus' example, (3) an ethic of Christian responsibility and

(4) a theology of evil in the world.

Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 486, "Faith in Action,"
November 23, 1949, 8.
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Biographical details of Miriam Van Waters' life shed light

on her penology and its connection to her conception of the

Christian life. In this context the influence of her father,

George Van Waters, Episcopal priest and preacher of the "social

gospel" seems to be critical given that there is such agreement

between her beliefs and the basic tenets of the social gospel

movement. In his biography of Miriam Van Waters, Burton Rowles

describes her father as,

a "liberal" among clergymen, a man who wanted to
"shakeup" the Church, to "humanize" it. In his
liberality, he would soon be ad^•ocating, half a century
ahead of the times, that the Episcopal Church recognize
divorce. He would share the beliefs of Margaret
Sanger, crusader for birth control, and accept the
risks of his advocacy', which included jail.''

Her father's call was to serve as a missionary to the Eastern

District of Oregon.

Rowles describes the young Miriam Van Waters as fully

involved in the life of the rectory of St. David's in Portland

and cites her description of their home:

as a "settlement house and family hearth" filled with
friends and strangers, visited by down-and-outers
coming and going with her father's everlasting patience
and sympathy.

For a brief outline of social gospel theory and history, see:
James F. Childress and John Macquarrie, editors The Westminster
Dictionary of Christian Ethics (Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1986), 593-594.

5Rowles , 42

.

'Ibid. , 44.
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He further describes Miriam Van Waters' early exposure to other

missionaries who stopped regularly at the rectory.

When these men were there, Miriam's father usually
called in theological students and other ministers for
parlor forums that lasted far into the night. Miriam
was permitted to stay up and listen long after her
bedtime

.

In Van Waters' personal correspondence with her mother

between 1902 and 1908, the fact emerges that her mother, Maude

was absent from the rectory much of the time. Letter after

letter contains poignant references to Miriam Van Waters'

longing foi- more contact with her motlier who seems to have been

absent for reasons of ill health. A letter written by Van Waters

to her motlier from her Rectory home in March 1902 opens, "My

Daring, Precious Mother - It ?ias been years, simply years since

you left..." Later the letter makes clear that her mother, Maude,

had visited one week prior.''

Given her mother's absence. Van Waters, as the eldest child

may lia\"e assumed a larger role and greater responsibilities in

the rectory life.

In the rectory environment , the young Van Waters was exposed

to and perhaps actively involved in discussions about theology

and radical Christian action. That she would later become a

Christian activist is in keeping with her early exposure to and

participation in her father's work, his congregations, and his

7

8.

Ibid. , 45

.

Miriam Van W^aters collection, Folder 31, March 1902 letter.
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contact with visiting missionary Bishops." She was nurtured in

a setting where reflection on the theory and practice of

Christianity were a part of everyday life.

It is evident from Van Waters' writing that she regarded

Jesus as a role model for the Christian life. In speeches to

church related groups she illustrated and supported her message

with direct references to Jesus' teaching and example and the

basic content of her speeches remained the same in secular

settings. The focus of her theology and ethics was the

historical, Jesus with an emphasis on the historical possibility

of "the Kingdom of God." She admonished social workers, "We

were not told to run the Kingdom of Heaven. We were told to li\e

it.

Furtlier she stated that Jesus' life should be seen by social

workers as "a lesson in dealing with the maladjusted." She cited

the birth of Christ as holding lessons in "poverty, illegitimacy,

displaced family." She asked that social workers consider the

lessons implied in Jesus' entering the world under such

conditions and to transpose them to their own work with men and

women in the similar circumstances.

She saw Jesus' example as energizing, describing its power

to "tap those living forces, which rise again and again to make

"Rowles , 45 .

1 f'

Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 487,
Episcopal Service for Youth, April 27, 1950, 7.

Address to

11 Ibid. , 6.
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tlie impossible effort, possible." This comment was directly

related to her own struggle in 1949 to hold on to her job and

reforms. Professional survival in the face of her dismissal and

the attendant reversal of her reforms had seemed difficult at

best, yet though her reforms were never restored, she was

reinstated to her position. That energy to overcome obstacles,

to make the impossible, possible was exactly what she hoped to

enable^ the incarcerated women in her care to see. Their success

upon release dei^ended upon beating the odds, upon making miracles

for tliemselx^es .

Miraclevs, Van Waters felt, could begin in the reformatory

community at Framingham. Part of Van Waters' view of Christian

responsibility was her model of relationship and community. The

women's prison under \'an Waters was to be characterized by

mutuality and community where our individual gifts were shared.

Her \"ision had a scriptural basis in Romans 12:6-8 (outlining

diversity in gifts). In her "Faith in Action" speech, she

paraphrased the passage from Romans. The significance of her

interpretation of St. Paul for the reformatory lay in the sense

of mutual obligation in the sharing of gifts, "so there need be

no distinctions of superior and inferior between Staff and

Students. "''

''Ibid. , 11 .

"Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 486, "Faith in Action,"
November 23, 1949, 9.
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Christian responsibility was central to Van Waters' faith.

She described "the essence of Christianity" in the following way.

The essence of Christianity is individual
responsibility - for qui conduct. And when we are
concerned wuth the Conduct of Others there is a
definite set of instructions in the sayings of Jesus
and Paul: We follow none of them in the Penal Code,
nor its administration.

Visit the prisoner
Judge Not
Forgive your enemies 14

For Van Waters being a Christian required specific behavior and

acceptance of responsibility for others. Her faith was not

passive; it was pro-acti\'e. Van Waters drew a distinction

between "faith" and "wishful thinking," describing faith as a

"tool of action." She cited her 1949 dismissal as a time w^hen

cliaos could have resulted at the ref orm£atory . Instead, she

offeied tliat faith in the justice of tlie work being done at the

reformatory sustained the women, carrying them, presumably both

the vvomen and Ijerself, to "a tiiumi:>h of good over evil.
1 r

Although Van W'aters' understood evil to be systemic, she saw^

it manifest in individual behavior. Throughout her writing, she

stated her belief that every individual is "a child of God."

Evil behavior did not preclude redemption; it presented a

challenge to the understanding, compassion, and skill of the

community. She argued for a system of "constructive

classification" w^hich would combine the tools of the sciences,

u
Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 491, Outline for lecture

for Church of the Advent, February 22, 1953, 1.

"Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 486, "Faith in Action",
November 23, 1949, 5.
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social sciences, and faith, in development of treatment plans for

women. ' The guilt or seriousness of the crime was not to be

the major focus of the Classification Board. Its responsibility

was to consider and behave as if every woman was redeemable,

every woman was deserving of the combined efforts of the staff in

helping her to reconstruct her life positively.

Again Van Waters held society with its economic injustice,

with its racism, sexism and classism responsible for the

alienation of the incarcerated.

We erect a philosophy of evil based on the idea of some
malevolent force, gigantic, powerful, only to be fought
with [a] macliine gun, [or] electric chair.

But wlio are these evil persons? They are not monsters;
they are children who have failed to grov; up because of
bad handling by their parents or other adults. As our
\'iolence toward tliem is based oii fear, so is
theirs. . .evil wears the face of a frightened child.

^

17

In her earlier career with delinquent ju\'enile girls. Van Waters

liad seen many "lost" cliildren, many young women already condemned

as evil. She refused to consider these offenders evil.

Consistent with her faith in the power of new inquiries into

human science, she had believed that the wisdom of psychiatry and

social work combined with a compassionate assessment of the

particular experience of each offender would result in effective

treatment

.

' Classification is the process by which incarcerated men and
women are assigned by a Classification Board to security levels and
specific treatment modalities.

'Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 472, "The New Morality
and the Social Worker", 1929, 18.
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In a 1952 article published in the Episcopal magazine, "The

Church Militant," Van Waters described the challenge for

Christians to be in community with the incarcerated. "The most

severe test of our personal religion is not so much how we meet

our personal trials, as how we meet the sorrows and joys of

1

others." Further, she suggested that incarcerated persons

19represent just how bad things have become for us all. The

offender provided us an image of just how badly our society was

functioning. She saw the incarcerated as people for w'hom,

"Something has happened to break up their lives. They cannot put

m20the pieces together without aid. In her call to action, she

outlined the values she felt Christians must ha\'e toward others,

especially toward fellow sinners. Those who are
familiar with the New Testament know unlimited
compassion, unmeasured f orgivejiess , the desire to heal,
not to hurt, the absence of judgment, the forbidding of
revenge, the supremacy of love.*"'

Significantly her statement refers to "fellow sinners." She felt

that a part of standing in solidarity was recognizing our

participation in the evil of the world, recognizing that we all

have sinned. The business of the Christian then was not to

^^Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 490, "The Church
Militant", April 1952, 5.

19 Miriam Van W'aters collection, Folder 492, "The Unwanted In
Modern Culture", September 4, 1954, 27.

" Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 507, Outline of book
proposal for Little, Brown, 1953 or 1954, XII, 9.

21 Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 492, "The Unwanted In
Our Modern Culture" , September 4, 1954, 3.
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condemn; it was to speak of hope, to act in love, and to seek

justice

.

Having examined Van Waters' analysis and critique of the

prevailing penal system and outlined her vision of a re-formed,

Christian penology, in Chapter 6, I will consider how her

critique and vision are relevant for today. Certainly Van

Waters' reforms addressed concerns particular to her time and

place, yet those reforms were grounded in assumptions about

society and oiii responsibilities toward each other. I believe

that tlie rele\ance of Van Waters' work lies in the values

undergirdins; her reforms.
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CHAPTER 6

HOW DOES VAN WATERS' COMMITMENT TO PENAL REFORM
SPEAK TO US IN 1993?

In a 1992 "New York Times" article the following assessment

of the American system of justice was made by the Chief of police

in Now Ha\-en, Connecticut.

The mean-spirited system of justice we have in tliis

country has perpetuated the problem. . .We w^arehouse
people, but we don't make persons of tlie people. We
don't recilly care. Much more has to be done to deal
with the hazards of people's lixes that cause them to
be in prison.

The substance of his critique is essentially the same as Miriam

Van Waters' forty years ago. This thesis has examined Van

Waters' penology both for her analysis of systemic problems and

for her analysis of socio-economic structures and attitudes which

held those structures in place. Moreover it has outlined and

critically examined Van W'aters' model of penology for women's

inst itut ions

.

To set her penology in a context, this thesis examined

first, the history of women's prisons paying particular attention

to oppressive characteristics of the institutions. It then

focused specifically on Van Waters' critique of the

1

"Don Terry, New York Times, "More Familiar, Life in a Cell
Seems Less Terrible: Prison as Usual", September 13, 1992, 40.
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administration of women's prisons, comparing and contrasting her

programming at the Framingham Reformcitory Kith general penal

practice and theory of the time. Finally, the thesis examined

the impact of Christian values on Van Waters' theory and

practice

.

Tliere are four areas where Van Waters' penology and critique

has specific relevance to public policy today: (1) her belief

that vsomen ' s experience must be reflected in our penology for

women, (2) her recognition that penology is based on moral \alues

and her insistence that those values must be life giving,

liberative, and empowering for women, (3) her call for a sense of

community and mutuality in relationships between staff,

administration, and incarcerated women, and (4) her conviction

that tliere should be interaction between incarcerated women and

the larger puljlic. Together these elements of her penology

challenge the social construction of incarcerated women and are

at odds with both the retributive and adjustment models of

rehabilitation." Van Waters' penology was designed to encourage

incarcerated women to have a sense of self-esteem, autonomy, and

competence. As such I think that her penology not only speaks

directly to our contemporary policies, but that its tenets still

represent a threat to the status quo, still represent a call for

radical change both in the prison system and in society.

9

An adjustment model is a somewhat more compassionate version
of the retributive model. While "paying her debt to society," the
woman is taught to adjust to society. My fundamental objection to
this model is that it lacks a critique of unjust social and
economic structures.
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Van Waters' outlines her vision of an effective and just

prison program in a description of key questions regarding

institutional programming for women ages sixteen through twenty-

one. Van Waters contrasts the effects of an authoritarian,

custody model with what I have named an empowerment model. Van

Waters stated,

Are you going to prepare a girl to return to her family
as a daughter; is she going back to the home, to take
up whei^e she left off; to be under supervision, under
protection, to live in a family group?. ..You need
cinother type of attitude and training for the girl who
must be treated as ap isolated adult indi\"idual
entirely on her own."

Her questions about the destination of released women are

relevant today despite changes in women's prison populations, the

types of crimes committed, and greater diversity in women's

societal roles. As described in Chapters 1 and 2, a custodial

system reinforces women's dependency and does nothing to

facilitate change in the life circumstances that contribute to

women's incarceration. Van Water's model, in contrast,

eiicouraged women to recognize their talents and interests. The

prison community was to help women find the skills to become

responsible citizens.

A retributive/custodial model is in evidence today in

Massachusetts where Governor Weld's "trip through the circles of

Hell" is being implemented daily. A woman's story, her

•5

"Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 524, Boston University
lecture, September 19, 1951, 9.

See the Introduction.
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individual experience is lost in a morass of rules and suspicion.

The system insists that women bow to authority. The troublemakf^"

is the woman who speaks out. The incarcerated woman who asks

others to sign a petition is construed as inciting women inmates

to riot. Significantly, the silencing of solitary confinement is

the threat held over women's heads, the punishment for speaking

out .

It was this kind of erasure of women's voices and experience

tliat Van Waters' intended to change. She argued that the

criminal justice system and the prison system were racist,

classist, and misogynist.' Deeming incarcerated as "bad women"

wlio could be corrected by punishment was too simple for \'an

Waters. She insisted tliat behaviors which led to incarceration

needed to be examined in the context of communities and society

as a \v h o 1 e .

An analysis of the profile of the population of women's

prisons nationwide militates against the current trends in

penology. The 1992 report of the National Commission on Crime

and Justice found that: eighty percent of female prisoners have

children, eighty percent have a history of drug dependency

problems, seventy percent are single parents, and most are

incarcerated for property crimes. Further, the representation

5See Chapter 3

.

'See Chapter 3 .

7The National Commission on Crime and Justice, 15, 34-35.
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of non-white population continues to be di sxjroport ionatel y high

in tiie o\"erall prison population. 8

In a speech delivered at the 1990 Crime Victim Conference in

Minnesota, incarcerated women were described as a group as:

tending to commit property offenses, probably having a history of

physical and/or sexual abuse, and probably being chemically

Q

dependent." In addition, the lecturer cited data substantiating

that incarcerated women are usually an economically dependent

group. Minnesota's figures for incarcerated women on public

assistance with "no work history" and with "other unemployed"

status ranged from. 58% to 76%.' If we combine the

characteristics of the National Commission Report with the

Minnesota profile, what emerges is a clearer picture of the

backgj^ound and needs of coiitemporary incarcerated women.

However, we must remember that each background and arr^iy of

needs is specific, not general. One of the most striking

chaiact ei'i sties of Van Waters' penology was the desire to address

each woman in her particularity and a refusal to treat imprisoned

womeii impersonally. Her focus was not on categories of offenses,

but rather on what was needed for each woman to see her own

"gifts,"'' I am convinced that Van Waters would be horrified by

^Ibid. , 12-14 .

Barbara E. Raye , "The Victim - Offender Continuum,
Crime Victim Conference, May 22, 1990, 4-5.

1990

10

i;

Ibid. , 4-5

.

See Chapter 4

.
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current trends in the criminal justice system like "uniform

sentencing" for drug crimes. Any situation which systematically

ignores the particularity of an individuals' life situation does

not lead to justice. Contemporary penal institutions which base

their procedures and rules on the assumption that all

incarcerated vromen are untrustworthy and waiting for an

opportunity to commit a crime would to be creating a self-

fulfilling prophesy. Current figur-es on recidivism rat^^f-s would

suggest that this pessimistic strategy is not working.

In contrast, Van Waters chose to trust in her "students"

potential. Her success rate vvas staggering, eighty-five percent

ne\"er returned to prison.'" The 1989 recidi\'ism rate for

females in Massachusetts was thirty percent, tw^ice what it was

under Van Waters and a figure significantly higher than the

twenty-four percent rate for males. 13

In some w^ays the profile of incarcerated women has not

changed since Van Waters' tenure. In a 1951 lecture Van Waters

cites the 1949 "Uniform Crime Reports," stating that,

About 80% of the offenses of the woman offender are
social in nature, includ[ing] such things as being a
stubborn child; a deserting wife; neglecting children;
sex offenses; being idle and disorderly, vagrant, and
the 1 ike

.

^-Rowles, 367.

Daniel P. Leclair, "The Incarcerated Female Offender: An
Inappropriate Use of Prison Confinement," Odysseyy Fall 1991, 32.

Miriam Van Waters collection. Folder 524, Boston University
lecture, September 19, 1951, 14-15.
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Non-violent, property and drug offenses dominate the contemporary

statistics for incarcerated women. " Crimes still reflect the

economic and social problems facing women particularly with

regard to drug dealing and use, petty theft, and sex crimes.

Programming in women's prisons should be established with these

patterns of non- violent, "social" crimes in mind. At best,

Department of Corrections' treatment programs jjrepare women to

"adjust" to social conditions. Programming lacks a social,

racial, class analysis focused on political and social

structures. Women are discouraged by policy from being critical.

Instead, vvonien are encouraged to see themselves as the problem

and submission to authority as the answer. At worst, the system

with its rigid, inconsistent rules is abusive, working against a

woman's de\ eloping a sense of competeiicy. The authoritarian,

para-military style of the current retributive/custodial model

condemns too many womeii to life on the streets, further illegal

activity and subsequent incarceration.

An examiDle illustrates the mistaken priorities of the

retributive/custodial model implemented in Framingham today.

Routinely officers receive several days of mandatory training in

riot control but no routine and mandatory training in relating to

women with histories of physical or sexual abuse. Yet, the

reality is that there have been no riots at the women's prison

throughout its history and, that about eighty percent of the

incarcerated w^omen have been physically or sexually abused.

Leclair, 31.
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My point is that riot training, though it might be

necessary, is not responsi\"e to the needs of incarcerated Komen.

Training officers to relate more effectively and appropriately to

women wlio have survived various forms of physical, emotional and

sexual abuse would be a step toward minimizing the "gap" between

staff and inmates and would be responsive to the reality of

incarcerated women's lives.

The prevalence of drug addiction and trafficking is the most

significant challeng^^ to the penal system today, gi challenge that

Van Waters did not face in its current mcignitude. The growth of

drug traffic and use in the United States has profoundly effected

our society. Kith the ad\'ent of mandatory sentencing for drug

possession, tlie numbers of seriously addicted incarcerated women

who are serving time for diug-relat ed crimes has reached almost

sixty-one percent in 1991. Again, I think that Van Waters' call

for attentioi:! to the particularity of the criminal is relevant.

Slie asserted that the total effects of our actions must be

weighed in punishing an offender. Van W'aters stated,

From the j'oint of \'iew of breakdown and expense the
deserting father or mother may cause more social damage
than the burglar ... It is the kind of person that
commits the act which is either constructive or
dest rue t i\"e .

ft'

An example may help to illustrate. Where drugs were found in an

apartment rented in the name of a young mother of seven children

with no prior record, we would have to weigh whether

15 Ibid
.

, 15.
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incarcerating a mother of se\'en for several years serves justice

and society well. It would be desirable to consider the offender

as a whole including her identity as a mother as we determine an

appropriate sentence. Further, should she be incarcerated, her

treatment plan again should take into account the variety of

factors contributing to the illegal behavior, including those

resulting from lack of opportunity and training. This is neither

a quick fix nor an initially inexpensive approach.

The fact is that prisons nationally are a thirty-five

Liillion dollar industry. In a 1991 interview printed in "Odyssey"

magazine, Massachusetts Representative, Barbara Hildt assessed

the situation in Massachusetts as follows:

The cost of operating prisons is very high. For what
it costs taxpayers to incarcerate a person for one year
we could pay a year's tuition at an excellent college.
While fundiiig for all social x-rograms, including
education, is being slashed in the state budget,
spending for- prisons and jails is increasing almost 20%
because of the escalating crime rate and public demand
for longer mandatory sentences.

We cannot afford the status quo in criminal justice.
We must reduce the rate of criminal recidivism by
trying to make prison time truly corrective. We must
reach offenders [so as to encourage them] to be
responsible for their behavior and to make our
communities outside prison places where they, .can avoid
the problems that lead to criminal behavior.^

This recent analysis is similar to Van W^aters ' . Chapter 4

outlined many of her assertions regarding changes necessary for

an effect i\'e and humane system.

'"The Politics of Justice: An Interview w^ith Barbara Hildt,"
Odyssey, Fall 1991, 33.
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A full assessment of the relevance of Vari Waters' work, must

include an evaluation of the competing moral-philosophical

positions underlying alternative penologies. Mayhew and

Lombrosco's point of view regarding the origins of deviance

posited responsibility with the criminal. ' In the nineteenth

century this approach challenged efforts aimed at redeeming

individuals through incarceration or through correcting economic

inequities and seeking justice in the greater society.

Unfortunately, social theorists have not rejected this

construction of criminal behavior. In a review of a 1985 book

analyzing sources of criminal behavior by James Q. Wilson and

Richard J. Herrnstein, Harvard professors of government and

psycliology respec t i\ ely , the author of the re\'iew describes

Wilson and Herrnstein 's position:

Their insistence that the "fault" lies immutably with
the offender establishes the moral and political
foundation for the ideologies of deterrence and just
deserts. Deterrence theory is based on "the 'All-
American' belief tliat indi\'iduals have legitimate
clioices concerning the means by which to achieve. ,.13

The authors assume that criminal behavior is linked to wrong

choices motivated by defecti\e biology. For instance, they

explain the presence of multiple generations in prison as

biologically based or defecti\e judgement and morals, rejecting

1

See Chapter 1 for a description of their biologically based
ancilyses of criminal beha^'ior.

' Jill Brotman, "Crime and Human Nature: A Definitive Study of
the Causes of Crime? The Academic Demagoguery of James Q. Wilson
and Richard J. Herrnstein," Odyssey^ Fall 1991, 82.
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any class or economic analysis. This kind of sociobiology

provides a moral-philosophical basis for the warehousing of

criminals. They urge that public policy be written focusing only

on public safety and retribution. It is important to recognize

that there is a strong normative foundation to their work.

Consistent with such sociobiology, retributive/custodial penology

treats incarcerated persons as irretrievable, worthless and bent

on illegal behavior. That society is fair, that laws are just

and that the violation of laws is a deliberate choice of

indi\"iduals are assumed without question . I believe that the

truth of all of these assumptions must be challenged.

As e\"idenced recently in Massachusetts state prisons, the

ret r i but i\e/cust odial model not only sets "guilty" prisoners

apart from society, but also claims that incarcerated men and

women are so different, so dangerous that protection of the

public from them must hold tlie highest priority. This

construction of women prisoners does not take into consideration

the particularities of their experience or the nature of their

crimes in contradistinction to men.

Yet, ironically the overwhelming majority of these

"dangerous" women will in fact be returning to live in

communities. This punitive model can offer no guarantees to the

public beyond a commitment to making life in prison miserable.

The National Commission on Crime and Justice described the

situation well.

The diversity of this nation, in terms of its racial
and ethnic mix and the varying levels of income and
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social statue, requires a criminal justice system that
lias more complexity than "lock 'em up and throw away
the key .

" . . . Pol i

t

icians win elections with pledges to
take tax money from schools and use those funds to
build jail cells. Ex-prisoners are branded with
"scarlet letters," and isolated from the mainstream
community as unsociable, unemployable and
unt rustworthy

.

Further, by treating incarcercited women as disposable, as women

of lesser value, the model fosters that same self-concept among

tl'ie women. That some women use their time of incarceration as a

time of i-ef lection and rebuilding in spite of the ethos of the

piison is a modern miracle.

Deat h-dea] ing" mciy be the most accurate characterization of

tlie retributive ethos. Each experience of isolation, punishment,

degradation, and domination extinguishes hope for constructive,

1 i f e-g i\i n-: change in each woman. Those extinguished hopes

constitute lost, women's lives, in many cases lost children's

li\"es as well and finally, lost contributions to all of us.

Van Waters' cali for a "Christian penology," stands as a

life-gi\ing response and alternative to the value underlying the

retributive/custodial model. In keeping with the Christian

principle of the dignity and worth of human life, Van Waters

called for a new perception of prisoners.

Some seek to ha\'e electric light put in prison cells,
better food and ventilation, but they do not revise
their attitude toward the hum.an beings in the cells.

20The National Commission on Crime and Justice, 11.

2'

'Miriam Van Waters, Folder 472, "The New Morality and the
Social Worker", Address delivered at the 1929 meeting of the
National Conference of Socialwork, 117.
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Her model for reform placed a heavy burden on prison staff and

administration."" She admonished social workers to "delight in

the i")ersonal idiosyncracy of each person," to like "men and women

and children as they are, not as they might be.""" As we have

seen, staff behavior in a retributive system is motivated by

concern for safety, safety construed as shielding the public from

the incarcerated women. Each woman is seen as a potential threat

simi'ly by \irtue of being incarcerated. In contrast, Van Waters

was explicit in her \'ision of appropriate treatment for

incarcerated women.

The treatment must enlist a team of persons who hold
the concept that the individual is a child of God. The
approacih should be that of the gospel of Jesus
Christ ."^

From ^'an Waters point of view, "No rehabilitation is required to

make a liuman being worthy of respect. "' This comljined \'ision

of each human as a "child of God", "worthy of respect" provides

the conceptual framework for Van Waters' "student" to staff

relationships

.

The recent experience of a currently incarcerated woman

makes the contrast between Van W'aters' and the current moral

values clear. Given proof of use of drugs in a particular

""See Chapters 3 and 4.

^hbid., 19.

'Miriam Van Waters collection, Folder 492, "The Unwanted in
Our Modern Culture," September 4, 1954, 4.

Of;

"Miriam Van Waters, Folder 472, "The New Morality and the
Social Worker," 1929, 19.
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cottage, all women were assumed guilty until they could produce a

"clean" urine. When one woman, with an exemplary record, was

unable to comply because of the complete lack of privacy, she was

locked in her room for two weeks and cited for being

uncooperative

.

26 The story illustrates the complete

inhumanity, inflexibility, and degrading character of the system.

The incarcerated woman as an individual was lost in the morass of

rules and procedures, a system unable to creatively conie up with

a non-punitive solution to the problem. She was supposed to

subordinate her instinct i\"e beha\ior to completely inflexible

authority and, wlien she could not, she w^as punished with

isolation. This is the kind of unreasonable behavior Van Waters'

abhorred

.

Another way in wiiich Van Waters' penology is relevant for

today is related to Van Waiters' commitment to a different kind of

relationship between staff, administration, and incarcerated

women, a different power dynamic. As we saw in Chapter 4, Van

Waters described the reformatory as a community where the

patriarchal, authoritarian relationship of officer to woman is

transformed into a relationship of co-participants in the life of

the community. This transformation of the officer-incarcerated

woman relationship is the most visionary proposals of Van Waters'

penology because it radically alters power dynamics. For women

unaccustomed to exercising positive power over their own lives.

The procedure requires that the inmate strip and urinate into
a cup while two female officers watch, making sure that she does
not tamper with the sample.
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the structure of a compassionate community is much more

appropriate than the neo-fascism of a para-military prison.

However, in fact, each practical component of Van Waters'

27community was explicitly dismantled by Commissioner McDowell.

Commissioner McDowell's directive had returned
Framingham's administration to the Dark Ages of the
1923 Rules and Regulations, and all of Van Waters'
reforms were rescinded. Parent education, stLident
clubs, and community outings were all banned. '

A review of Framingham Reformatory's post-1949 history documents

that institutional leadership never returned to the \'an Waters'

model. The 19C)0s saw the institution renamed the "Massachusetts

Correctional Institution at Framingham" and the 1970s, in a total

abandonment of the notion of a women's facility, witnessed the

transformation of Framingham into a co-ed prison. 29

The issue of openness and interaction between prison

community and the community at large versus censorship and

isolation from the public continues to be a point of contrast

between Van Waters and the current system. Although Miriam Van

Waters has become a "touchstone" of the penal system for women in

Massachusetts with scholars \'isiting the prison to view her

memorabilia. The same system which expresses pride of ownership

of this woman's work, moves farther from the call for community

mandated by her penology. I see the distance between word and

2?

28

See Chapter 3

.

Luke Janusz , 16.

?.Q

'Ibid. , 16-17.
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action at the institution as a sign of grave illness in the

system.

For instance at recent staff training sessioii, the

institution's relationship to the press was described as

"proactive." The yearly "Media Day" when film clips can be

updated was touted as rcc^ching out to the public. I do not think

that by any reasonable standard one open media day could be

conLidered "proacti\-e" beha\'ior. In a tax supported institution,

shciild we expect only one media day? However, in the oppressive

ethos of the current version of Framingham Reformatory, this is

the way reality is created.

Control is the rule at the institution. The ban on bringing

in news articles for incarcerated women and the delay of

newspaper issues vs'ith relevant articles in reaching the prison

library suggests censorship and control of information. On

D.O.C. Family Days when the officers' families are invited in to

tour the compound and picnic on the grounds, incarcerated women

are locked in their cottages so that they will not interact with

staff families. Again, the official rationale is that the public

must be protected from the women. Yet, women report that they

feel like caged animals at the zoo, there for the public to

observe. If families need to be protected, why hold such an

event on the prison grounds?

In contrast. Van Waters openly invited the public to visit

the reformatory stating that meeting the public was a critical

part of the process of women rebuilding their lives.
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I think the next [step] is to bring in the public.
Friendly visitors and citizen participation, churches,
square dancing teams, all sorts of normal community
living, and let this individual see that she can belong
to the human group again. 30

As I outlined in Chapter 3, Van Waters' specific programming

designed to foster contact between incarcerated women and

community members was directly attacked in the hearings and

ultimately undone by the Commissioner.

In her construction of a "Christian penology" Van Waters

hypothesized that justice is not simply for the "victims" of

crimes. An understanding of the complexities of justice is

critical for our survi\'al as a human community. To reduce justice

to a form of revenge tri\'ializes the systemic nature of the

problems out of which criminal behavior grows. To aim at

deterrence by creating an experience of "hell" for women in

prison is ridiculous when the statistics suggest that most

incarcerated women have experienced their own "hell" as addicts,

as prostitutes, as abused women and children in our communities

already

.

It is clear to me that the only people truly benefitting

from the current penal system are the politicians and businessmen

cashing in on the misery of our society. Even Miriam Van Waters

had moments of doubt regarding the possibility of overcoming the

terrible problems which give rise to crime. Van Waters

commented, "Doubts are like the voice of the 'minority group'

30Miriam Van Waters collection,
Prison Reform," February 18, 1955, 4,

Folder 494, "The Need For
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